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President Whalen is Elected 
Chairman of Board at NAICU 
l'r!'~idcnt ·1ames J. Whalc·n has h1·1·n elc·c l!'<I < .h,11nn,u1 of th!' Bo.ud of 
rlw Nation.ii :\!>~ociation of tndc·p1•ncll'J1t Coll1·gt·~ .ind UHJ\'t·r~itw~ 
Ithaca News 
ltha,a College President 
James J. Whalen was ele,tcd 
chairman of the Board of Direr-
tors of the National Association 
of Independent Colleges and 
l.!niversities iNAICt:1 at it~ an-
nual meeting in Wa~hmg1on. 
D.C. today. 
Whalen. who will S<'rve c1 
one-year term rmmediatcly. 
c: succet'ds J. Donald Monan. 
~ presicle!ll of Boston College. 
§ N:\ICU represents more than 
.'~ 900 indcpcmlent rnllegcs and 
.~ universities and sonw 70 
- educational c1ssocia1ion~ from § 
across the coumry in their rcla-
rions with Congress and the 
federal ovrrnmcnt. 
alendar Committee 
einstates Fall Break 
by Barbara Richard did not agree and the fall break midterm and needed for both 
"There's no SllCh thing as a was reinstated. Apparently the staff members and students." 
perfect calendar," commented cabinet recognized a desire of During fall break Ithaca College 
John Stanton, Registrar of students and believed it was students can either hang 
llhaca College, while discuss- extremely beneficial 10 around and relax or go home 
ing next year's schedule which freshmen. Another aspect for their break. 
mrludes a fall break. Stanton leading 10 the decision was As with any campus wide 
continued "issues are never that the break would be right decision there will always be 
totally agreed upon and I've afler midterm examinations. opposition. Stanton. who also 
11een on the calendar commit- Tom Cavallo. a RA and co- served on the calendar com-
tee for nine years now and I've chairperson of the President's mittee at the University of Ver-
never seen a schedule passed Host Commitlee at Ithaca Col- mont for five years. summed 
with a unanimous vote." lege. expressed his opinion. "I 11 all up. "The issues and pro-
The calendar was establish- thought the break was lilcms arc the same all over -
cd a couple of years ago and necessary when I was a you just can't possibly please 
allotted Oct. 18 and 19 off for a freshman. 11·s ideal after everyone." 
Whalen became a member 
of the NAICU Board of Direc-
tors in 1982. JOining 14 other rnl-
lege and urnvcrsity presidents 
elcrte<I 10 that body. 
"The chcJirmanship of the 
'.'l:\ICU board is both a great 
honor and a significant wspon-
sihilitv ... Whalen saicl. "During 
this decade. the indcp1·nden1 
s1·e1or 111 :\merican higlwr 
t><lucation faces some of the 
great!'~! l'hallenge~ in its 
history. Wt· must forge an cf-
fcctiw and forward-lookmg 
relalion~rp wrth the fl'd<·ral 
government 10 ensure that 
tht·se l'hai1('11ge~ aw suc-
cessfully met." 
As chairman of the !'\:\ICU 
board. Whalen also IJeromcs a 
member of the Board of the 
American Council on Educa-
tion. a Washington-based 
organization which advances 
education and educational 
methods through voluntary ac-
tion by some 1600 American 
educational associations. 
organizations and institutions. 
In adduion 10 Whalen's elec-
tion al the annual meeting. 
NAICU members rnnsiderecl 
matters regarding federal s1u-
den I financial aid. the 
reauthorization of the national 
higher educational act. and 
adoption of the organizauon·s 
1984 policy platform. 
long weekend. In order to com- ~A--rr-,-°---T--•• ----------------~ 
ply with New York State law, ..l OC 
Speaking at the mcc11ng 
classeswillbeginonThursday Breakup Affects Students :\ugust 30th, thereby allowing 
the minimum hours to be met. 
The semester will still be 15 
weeks and Thanksgiving break 
will not be affected at all. 
by Lisa Schneck 
BL,OOMINGTON. I~ (Cl'S)-
"Tht" cost of Ii\ mg in the 
residence halls will rise." 
predicts 1\llan Slagel. a junior at 
Indiana University. 
"Billing will Ile horrible ... 
adds freshman Mark Kurowski. 
were represcr11a11vcs of the 
White llouse and the Con-
gress. including \'ice President 
George Bush. E<luration 
Secretary Terrel H. Bell, Scnalc 
Majority Leader Howard Baker. 
Speaker of the House Thomas 
P. "Tip" O'Neill. and Chairman 
of 1tw Scna11· Fmance Comrnil-
11·1· Hobert Dole. 
"Change!> 111 ren·nt years 111 
federal polrcy toward higher 
educ.itron." sai<l Whalen, "w-
quirc ~,rong and thoughtful 
leadnshrp from those 
organization~ and associations 
repre~enting ,\nwric-a·s col-
legt>s. We rnusl reasst~rt lht· 
idt·a that through partnc~rship 
the government and higher 
education ran best achieve ltw 
goals which our society con-
!-iidcrs paramount. A he,llthy 
economy. strong national 
security and the full enjoyment 
of lhc rights and privileges of 
our demonacy IJy every 
:\merican--all require a well-
educated citizenry. 
"With national allcntion 
focused on the issue of ex-
cellence in education," added 
Whalen. "this is an ideal tim!' 
for colleges and universities to 
promote that partnership and 
those policies at the federal 
and state levels which will 
enable independent higher 
education 10 continue its 
distinguished tradition of 
nweling our country's needs 
through 1earhing. research and 
community service." 
Whalen was appornted presi-
delll of Ithaca College. the 
largest private residential col-
lege in New York State. in July 
1975. He recently completed a 
two-year term as chairman of 
the board of the New York 
State Commission on Indepen-
dent Colleges and Universities 
(CICL!) serving as principal 
spokt·sman in Albany and 
Washington for the 130 
member rnstitulions. :\ 
member of the CICU Boar<l 
srnce 1978. Whalen is nrrrent-
ly chairman of its federal rela-
tions committee. 
Each year a rotating calendar 
( ommittee is selected and their 
goal is 10 submit a proposed 
~rhedule to the Provost who in 
turn, presents it to the Presi-
dent's Cabinet. The President's 
Cabinet discusses It and has 
three options: I) accept the pro-
posed calendar, 2) make 
changes within the schedule. 
.11 or send it back to the com-
mittee with specific instruc-
llons and suggestions. 
When the idea of reinstating 
the fall break was being con-
sidered the committee recom-
mended a schedule without it. 
The calendar committee felt 
the few days off may interfere 
with semester courses. Stan-
ton recalls that "particularly the 
mathematic department op-
posed, belieVing time was 
wasted prior to the break and 
the Instructor often had to 
review the materials again." 
They're probably right. for 
when students returned 10 
campus nationwi<le in January, 
they faced the brave new 
world of telephone service 
l)roughl on by the l>rcakup of 
:\T&T. Kurowski. a business 
major who actually has tried to 
calculale the impact on student 
phone bills. estimates his own 
dorm bill of 20 10 50 dollars a 
monlh may rise to 35 10 65 
_ Whalen i~ dlso 
.f secretaryitrt'"surcr of the 
~ Board of Dire\ ;ors of the ln-iJ -§i dependt>nl College Fund ot 
But the President's cabinet 
dollars. . h . Some observers thmk asrc 
campus phone services may 
triple in cost. 
In early December. a group 
of higher education ~ocia-
tions predicted the hrgher 
phone rates caused by the 
breakup could "devastate" 
research libraries .that use 
-· phone lines to tie into shared data bases. 
The National Association of 
State Universities and Land· 
Grant Colleges estimates some 
schools may pay up to 
500,000 dollars more a year in 
phone bills. 
While no one yet knows the 
exact Impact on· students 
~ New York State. and a member 
~ of the Subrnmmittee on Higher g Education for the Empire State 
- ----- - ~ Chamber of Commerce. Addi-
themselves. Kurowski con- tionally, he is on the Board of 
eludes the breakup will "make Visitors of Air university 
,dorm life harder." (United States Air Force) and 
The event, of course. w<1s the International Advisory 
the breakup of giant AT&T. council of Florida International 
As of January Ist, 1984 AT&T University. Active in local com-
broke-off eight separat~ munity organizations, Whalen 
companies: a massive long- has been on the Board of 
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From Our Point of View 
Ithaca College: 
Merchants of Alcohol? 
The recent rule changes regar-
ding the use of alcohol in 
Residence Halls Rooms/Apart-
ments/Lounges has raised 
some concern over the con-
sistency of policy pertaining to 
alcohol on the Ithaca College 
campus. The current policy 
regarding alcohol consumption 
in the residence halls prohibit 
the use of kegs of beer or more 
than 4 cases of beer from Sun-
day through Thursday nights. 
In addition to this rule a new 
policy has been incorporated 
to make ii necessary to register 
all parties prior to the event 
while still limiting the amount 
of alcohol provided and main-
tainin the levels of non-
On February 6th: 
alcoholic beverages to the 
following: 1/4 keg, or four (4l 
cases of beer, or 10 quarts of 
wine, or an equivilent com-
bination of the above for 20 
people over a four (4l hour 
period. There must also be a 
sufficent amount of non-
alcoholic beverages available, 
as well as. some food. 
The College holds that this 
policy will "encourage you to 
become aware of your respon-
sibility to other members of 
your residence hall communi-
ty," according to the new 
guidelines issued by the Office 
of Residential Life. 
These new rule changes 
brin to uestion the ri ht of 
me scnoo1 to 1e11 µeuµ1e now 
and when they can use 
alcohol. Does the ownership of 
the residence halls give Ithaca 
College the right to govern per-
sonal choice over the use of 
alcohol? 
At the same time that these 
rules are being implemented, 
the Ithaca College Pub is also 
increasing the amount of total 
hours that ii is open to the 
Ithaca College community. The 
Tower Club is also open and 
serves alcoholic beverages. 
With these two facilities open 
and serving alcoholic 
beverages during the week. it 
seems that Ithaca College is 
serving people who want an 
alcoholic beverage but can not 
legally have one in their 
residence hall. 
By doing this Ithaca College 
has become a merchant of 
alcoholic beverages. 
While the new rules may 
help to make the residential 
setting of Ithaca College a more 
academic place to live. it 
seems that the current policy 
in the on-campus Pub and 
Tower Club contradict the in-
tentions of the current policy. 
If Ithaca College chooses to 
keep limiting the use of alcohol 
on campus. then it should do 
so consistently. 
Salvadoran Ambassador to Speak 
The second guest in the 
-PRODUCTION- Cazenovia College Am-
Rivas-Gallont, Ambassador ·Handicapped, the Salvadoran 
since April of 1981, graduated Red Cross, Junior Achieve-
from the Peirce school of ment and his country's Special 
the Steamship Agents Associa-
tion. He has also participated in 
El Salvador's Chamber of Com-
merce as a Board member. 
'i,a January ·26.~ms4 l'ERSONN_EL bassadors' Forum series will Dav1u L01111 MANAGER be the Ambassador from El Business Administration in Olympics. 
Lynn Ryan GR:\PHIC DESIGN Salvador to the United States Robin Plant r\nnouccment Ednor . ' Philadelphia. As Secretary Ambassador Rivas-Gallant General of El Salvador's cen- has also been President of 
tral Bank, he worked with inter- several business associations, 
national and central banking in- including the National AsSocia-
stitutions in Europe and Africa. · !ion of Private Enterprise and 
This presentation is the se-
cond in a series of four. focus-
ing on the current Central 
American situation. 
HIS Excellency Ernesto Rivas-
· TYPISTS- Gallon!. He will speak at 8:30 
Marcy Bramley Ann Pclucr p.m. on Monday, February 6 in 
Kim Palmer Melissa sarkus the college's Edwards Gym-
Debbie Stein Susan watd nasium on Liberty Street in Continuing his interest in the .t======================-
banking industry, Ambassador Education Department Terri Holtz Kriss Wilson Cazenovia, located near 
Syracuse. The public is cordial-
ly invited to attend. There is no 
The ITHACAN is a student admission charge. 
Rivas-Gallont co-founded El C . . 
Salvador's Banco Cuscatlan in riflcizes Computers 
1971. He was a member of its WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS)--Many of the computer programs 
newspaper published by the 
Ithacan Publishing Company 
of Ithaca College, Ithaca, New 
York. It is published every 
Thursday during the academic 
year and is distributed without 
charge around the Ithaca Col-
lege campus every Thursday. 
As a public service, The 
Ithacan will print relevant 
events of public interest to the 
students of Ithaca College in its 
Announcement section without 
charge. It is asked that these 
messages be sent through inter-
campus mail or to the address 
listed below, and received 
before 5:00 pm on the Monday 
before publication. Public ser-
vice announcements may also 
be placed in the lthacan's mail 
box located in the Egbert Union 
near the check cashing window. 
The Ithacan also encourages 
student input for stories and/or 
submissions. Offices are 
located in the basement of Lan-
don Hall, Dorm 6, Ithaca Col-
lege. Phone (607) 274-3207. 
The llhacan. Landon Hall 
Ithaca College 
llhaca. New York 14850 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
'7-.JodtBI 
Moderator of the question 
and answer segment following 
the formal presentation will be 
the Honorable Stewart F. Han-
cock, Jr. He is an associate 
justice of the New York State 
Supreme Court, Appellate Divi-
sion. Fourth Department. 
board of Directors until banks used in the nation's schools amount to nothing more than ex-
were nationalized in 1980. pensive. "electronic page-turning" devices. according to u.s. 
His concern about social pro- Education Department Secretary Terrel Bell. 
blems prompted the am- In an informal office meeting with wire service reporters. 
bassador to become involved Bell also revealed plans to finance research to find more con-
in humanitarian activites. He structive ways of using computers to help students learn math 
has served as President of the and writing skills. 
Salvadoran Institute for the The current use of computers in schools and colleges is 
"almost a fad." Bell says. and the available education µro-
Whalen Elected 
Whalen from pg. 1 
Directors of the First Bank of Center for Psychological 
Ithaca since 1975 and is chair- Services. 
man of the Executive 
Committee. From 1960-1964. Whalen was 
Prior to assuming the assistant director of the Euro· 
presidency of Ithaca College, pean Division of the Universi-
Whalen served as president of ty of Maryland and served as 
N~wton College in Newton, college psychologist and assis-
MA, from 1969-1974. From tant to the dean in Munich. 
1967-1969, he was executive West Germany from 1958-1960. 
vice president of Ohio Univer- A native of Pottsville. PA. he 
sity, where he also held a is a graduate of Franklin and 
variety of other posts including Marshall College and holds a 
vice president for ad- M.S. and a Ph.D. in clinical 
ministrative affairs, dea,n of psychology from the Penn-
students. and director of the sylvania State University. 
grams "leave a great deal to be desired" in terms of "interac-
ting with the mind of the student." 
objets d'heart 
irresistible valentines 
stoneware & porcelain pottery, art glass, wood, weaving, & candles 
people's pottery 
150 ithaca commons daily 10-5:30, th-8 p.m. 
~----------------------------------------· 
• 
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I Ill: 11 11:\C:\,'\ J 
BRIEFS/LETTERS 
Lippincott Sets 
Record Straight 
Dear Editor: 
In your article "Financial Aid: 
J'wparing for 1984-85" (January 
.w,. I was quoted as saying, 
"II'<; ag,1ins1 Division Ill rules to 
g1,·c out such information," in 
n·gard to athletic scholarships. 
1 <1m not given to such patcnt-
1, absurd statements. My 
a,snlion was simply thar Divi-
!->ion Ill schools arc· prohibil<·d 
1rorn awarding athletic 
,dwlarships. 
rhe drticle also slates. "The 
1111.incial aid office bases ils 
c11\·,irds upon financial need. 
howt'ver. scholarships are ,1lso 
g1, <'ll out by the individual 
,d10ols for academics." While 
the College docs award a wrv 
lim11ed number of scholarships 
based on merit. all scholar-
ships arc adniinistl'rcd through 
the Off1ct• of Financial Aid. 
A.<, I told your rcportc·r. fman-
ci<ll aid is a complex subjecl 
and in order 10 l>est serve vour 
rcadc·r!-> and ensure accu.racv 
Ille artidc should have bec;1 
wrillen in rnn.<,ulJat1on with the 
Office of Fmannal :\id.I would 
encourngc student.<, with ques-
Jions about financial assistance 
10 contact that office .. 
Sincerely, 
John I,ippincotl 
Director 
College Relations 
Ithaca Joins Colgate to 
Heighten Nuclear Knowledge 
Ithaca College has been asked 10 speakers and lots of information. 
join Colgate University for THINK People are needed to assist in 
Day on February 29, 1984. THINK gathering information. organizing 
stands for To Heighten Individual and publicizing the event. The first 
Nuclear Knowledge. This will be a organizational meeting will be held 
day of information and awareness Feb. 8 at 9 p.m. in the student 
concerning the history and different government office on the third floor 
perspectives of the nuclear age. All of Egbert Union. All those interested 
viewpoints will be presented in ,lS in THINK Day are more than 
unbiased a manner as humanly welcome, even if ii is to donate on-
possible. Tentatively, the day will in- ly an hour or two of time. 
elude films, discussions. pamphlets. 
_, 
T · H · E 
OLYMPICS 
BROUGHT·TO·YOU·BY 
NBC~ NBC 
RADIO RADIO 
--S-PO_RTS_ _N_EW_,__S _ 
Wake up to the Winter Olympics 
every morning on FM 93. When ifs 
morning in Ithaca, ie s afternoon in 
Sarajevo and the Olympic Games are 
in full swing. Hear all the action live! 
Beginning February 6th, FM 93 
will bring you six live reports each 
morning from Sarajevo. 
Shipboard Education 
t\ Floating Campus? 
That's right, a ship modified for 
educational purposes. complete 
with classrooms. a 12,000 volume 
library, bookstore. student union. 
theatre, dining room. hospital. and 
sports facilities. An 18,000 ton ocean 
liner carries 500 students and 40 
faculty and staff around the world for 
100 days. 
Many students are aware of a ship-
board program. but may nor know 
who ii is for and what it offers. ··1 
heard there was a school at sea. but 
isn·r it for sailors or 
oceanographers'?" This school at 
sea, known as Semester at Sea. is 
for qualified undergraduate students. 
ft is sponsored by the University of 
Pittsburgh and administered by the 
Institute for Shipboard Educaton. 
Some may recall the program under 
Jhe name "World campus Afloat" or 
"University of the Seven Seas." The 
first structured study cruise actually 
goes back 10 1926 when a group 
departed from New York aboard 
Hofland America's S.S. Hyndam sail-
ing around the world over a 71/, 
month period. 
Semester al Sea offers two 
semesters per year. a fall and a 
spring. visiting ten ports in the 
Mediterranean. t\s1a. and the Orient. 
The program is fully accredited and 
available to all accredited institll!ions 
of higher education. More than 60 
courses are offered in such areas as 
anthropology, art history, business, 
communications. economic~. 
geography, history. marine biology. 
philosophy, political science. 
psychology. sociology. theatre arts. 
and world literature. Many courses 
are specifically designed to study 
various aspects of the countries 
visited. Classes meet six days a 
week while the ship is ar sea. 
Although classes do not meet for-
mally while in port, there are class-
oriented fielcl trips in which students 
participate. Highly qualified faculty 
are selecred each semester from 
major colleges and univcrsilic~ 
rhroughout the United States and 
from other countries. 
Shipboard Education is unique. A 
broadly based program fornscs on 
the comparative a'ipects ol societies 
and world problems. Properly 
scheduled into undergra(luare plans. 
Semester at Sea offers an imporlant 
inrerna11onal dimension to a stu-
dent's education. More than 15.000 
students from over 500 colleges an<! 
universities have participated in this 
program. including students from 
this campus. 
Baseball Team 
Announces Winners 
The baseball team would like to 
thank the Ithaca Community, LC. 
students, professors administralor 
and staff for their support. 
The following is a list of the Ithaca 
· College Baseball Team·s raffle win-
ners: 
1st Prize - Super Bowl: Hucly Sabatilll. 
Rochester. NY 
2nd Prize - Cassette Recorder: Karl 
Staffen '78 Latham. NY 
3rd Prize - SIOO Gift Certificate: 
Charles Leone, Rochester. NY 
4th Prize - Clock Radio: Paul Kelly. 
Belmont, MA 
5th Prize - Meals For Two: 
Antler's M1ch,1el \'ernc. 
Casselberry, FL 
Corner Cupboard - Mdythe 
Maliszewski. Balsto" Lake, NY 
Danny's l,arl Mann, 
Trumansburg. NY 
Golden Garter - Etl Petrah. Burnt 
Hills. NY 
Hal's - Gene Monjt- 'b4. P1tl~forcl. 
Plums - J. Mack. Auhurn. NY 
Ragmann·s - John McCarthy '73. 
Ithaca, NY 
Rosetti's · Mike Ferranri. Endwcll. 
The Livery - Jerry Bonornolo '64, 
Pearl River. NY 
Turback's · Ellen Coughlin '82. 
Syracuse. NY 
.... 
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ANNOUNCEMENTS 
OF INTEREST 
New Library Hours 
The Ithaca Library will operate HEFERENCE SERVICE HOURS 
under the following schedule 
<luring the spring semester: ~onday-Thursday 
GENERAL LIBRARY 
SERVICE HOURS 
Monday-Thursday 
8:30 am-midnight 
Friday 
8:30 am-11:45 pm 
Saturday 
9 am-10 pm 
Sunday 
8:30 am-10 pm 
Friday 
8:30 am-5 pm 
Saturday 
1 pm-s pm 
Sunday 
12:30 pm-10 pm 
Film Tonight 
"The Day After" will be 
shown tonight at 8:00 p.m. in 
Textor 102. Admission is free 
and is sponsored by the 
Politics Department and 
Education Department. 
S.T.A.N.D. 
S.T.A.N.D. (Students and 
Teachers Aligned for Nuclear 
Disarmament) will hold a 
meeting on Monday night at 
s:oo p.m. in the Chapel. 
12:30 pm-midnight SCIENCE READING ROOM 11==========~1 
AUDIO SERVICE HOURS 
Monday-Thursday 
8:30 am-11:45 pm 
Friday 
8:30 am-9:45 pm 
Saturday 
9 am-9:4-5 pm 
Sunday 
12:30 am-11:45 pm 
HOURS (Science Bldg.) 
Monday-Friday 
to am-4 pm 
Monday-Thursday 
7 pm-10 pm 
The library begins closing at 
quarter to the hour. 
London 
ITHACA COLLEGE LONDON 
CENTER: Students interested 
in studying at the Ithaca Col-
lege London Center are invited 
to attend an information 
meeting on either February 8th 
or 9th, the Union Demotte 
Room, 7:30-8:30 p.m. The Lon-
11=============:=:============11 don academic program and ap-
"Women Direct" Senior Party plication procedure will' be 
discussed, as well as housing, 
Hey seniors! Resumes. job travel and oro!lram costs. 
"Women Direct", a series of interviews, LSAT'S, GMAT's,ll====:F;;::!o=r=e:!:n=s::;1,;::c====tl 
new films by women. will con- GHE's, graduate schools, 
tinue on February 8th at Ithaca "Wllal are you doing next Tournament 
College with the presentation year." 
of films by five black women Let's not think about this On February 18-19 Ithaca Col-
directors. The filsm. "Nappy- stuff! Therc·s only 100 days left lege will host the fifteenth an-
Headed Lady". "Hair Piece: A until gradua1ion; so come to nual interc91legiate forensic 
Film for Nappy-Headed Peo- the 100 days party this Friday tournament. Competition will 
pie", "Shipley Street", "Fan- night at the North Forty. It starts take place in the following 
nie's Film". and "Remember- at 8:30 and there's s1.oo off ad- events: cross-examination 
ing Thelma", will be shown at mission with an Ithaca College debate. after-dinner speaking, 
7:00 p.m. in Textor 102. They l.D. Thrrc·s not too much time impromtu speaking, per-
are free and open to the public. left! Get in all vour fun! suasive speaking, informative ll==========:::::11 speaking, extemporaneous 
1==========1 China speaking. ora1 interpretation 01 ASPA poetry, oral interpretation of 
China Study Tour: Students prose. dramatic interpretation 
interested in participating in and rhetorical criticism. 
Ithaca College·s Summer China Schools are expected to com-
Study Tour are reminded that pete from all over the Nor-
applications are due February the!15t. Ithaca College students 
ASP A meeting on Tuesday 
night February 7 al 7:00 p.m. in 
the Job Room. 
ll==========:::tl1oth at the Office of Interna- interested in competing or Co mect1· ans tional Programs, Muller 218, Ph. wishing to observe this com-
274-3306. For further informa- petition should contact Dr. 
tion please contact either Dr. Frank Sharp in the Speech 
Mark Wriner and the Chester Galaska. Ph. 274-3573 ,communication Department, 
Weineret1es as featured on or 272-2780, or the Office of In- extension 3932. 
Saturday Night Live and HBO u~rnational PrO!!rams. 
Laughs present a comedy con- ~=;,;8:::re=a~t:,:=he:!rs::::;ii C..ltU::ib;==~ 
cert Thursday, February 9th in 
the Crossroads. Sponsored by Emphysema and chronic 
the Speakers Committee and bronchitis will be the subject ot 
Fine i\rts Committee of the Stu- the February 8th meeting of 
dent's Activity Board. admis- the Easy Breathers Club. This 
sion is s1.oo. free public lecture will be held 
at 7:30 p.m. in the Medical 
Straight from Pine Valley Library of the Tompkins Com-
. Marcy Walker who plays Liza l=m=u=n=it=y=l=1o=s=p=it=al=. =====II 
Colby on ABC's "All My 
Children" will appear at 8:00 
p.m. in the Crossroads on 
Tuesday, February 14th. Ad-
mission is s1.oo. 
Tuesday. 1-'ebruary 21st at 
8:00 p.m. Catch a Rising Star 
in the Crossroads. Three new 
comedians from New York Ci-
ty will perform as part of the 
l.C. Winter carnival. Admission 
is S2.00. 
Benefit Brunch 
On Sunday, February s, at 
11:30 Moosewood is having a 
second brunch to benefit farm 
workers in Nicaragua. Most 
recently returning members of 
Ithacan group which has spent 
the last month in Nicaragua will 
speak. Tickets are S6-SI6 and 
will be on sale at Moosewood, 
Annabel Taylor, and Col-
legetown BaJ!els 
Stillwater .. 
Stillwater is looking for 
talented poets, fiction writers, 
graphic artists and 
photographers to submit their 
works for the Spring 1984 
issue. Stillwater accepts con-
tributions from all members of 
the Ithaca College community. 
All entrants' names are remov-
ed from submissions before 
they are read and decisions are 
made. Please include name, 
address, and phone number 
with each entry. Submissions 
should be brought to the 
Writing and Reading Center at 
126 Gannett Center before 5:00 
p.m. on March 16th. Questions? 
cau 211-1055 or 273-4952 or ask 
at the Writing and Reading 
Center. 
Communications School 
Accepting Applications 
A limited number of students will be accepted into the pro-
grams of the School of Communications beginning in the fall 
1984 semester. Applications will be available in the office of 
the Dean of Communications Monday, February 6th. The 
deadline for applying is 12 noon on Monday, February 27th. 
The following applications will be accepted: 
I. applications from students of any other unit of IC who wish 
to apply for transfer to any department of the School of 
Communications; 
2. applications from TV-R majors and Business majors who 
wish to apply for the Communications Management major; 
3. applications for Cinema and Photography majors and Cor-
porate/Organizational Media majors who wish to apply for a 
Business Minor. 
Career Planning 
The Nuts and Bolts 
of Broadcasting 
Recruiter Visits 
Tuesday, February 7 
The American Women in Vestal Laboratorit's 
Radio and Television (Aw ART) R.H. Macy Company 
are sponsoring their Uth Annual Thursday, February g 
Career Day on March 16th in Farm and Wilderne~~ 
New York City. The program's summer camp 
theme is "The Nuts and Bolts d 
of Broadcasting" and the day's Tues ay' Febr~ary 14 
events will feature a variety of Walt Disney Worlct 
well-known broadcast Wednesday, February 15 
professionals. Xerox Corporation 
Ithaca students who have at- S b n1 
tended this event in years past ummer JO H O P 
have found it to be a good pro- career Planning just received 
gram. Registration deadline is several copies of "Summer 
February 13th. Details and Opportunities in the Fedrral 
registration forms are located Government". Those of you 
in the Conferences section of looking for summer 1984 
the Internship File at career employment will find this 
Planning and Placement. booklet helpful. Stop by Cawer 
Planning and have a look. 
~ 
~Questron 
CORPORATION 
America's newest and fastest-growing nation-
wide corporation invites you to earn next year's tui-
tion before June. 
If you are energetic, outgoing, ambitious, and 
you enjoy meeting new people, we may just have 
the opportunity you've always wanted. 
Work part-time or full-time. 
Set your own hours. 
We need Local Representatives and Area 
Coordinators 
For continuing students, this expands into a 
highly-lucrative summer position, which flexes 
back in the fall to fit your academic schedule . 
Many permanent positions are available nation-
wide, as well. 
This IS a rare and unique ground-floor opportuni-
ty which probably wilt not repeat, once the 
necessary personnel have been acquired. 
T~ apply, send a self-addressed, stamped, 
business-size envelope. Application form and in-
formation will reach you by return mail. 
Questron Corporation 
Suite 204 
2012 Grove Avenue 
Richmond, VA 23220 
I 
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Changing Formal Education 
Emphasis on Studying 
Rather than Exams 
Intercollegiate Press 
Dramatic gams m learning 
rndY be possible through a 
simple. but unusual, change in 
11w formal education system. 
according to a professor at the 
rn,versity of Pennsylvania's 
Wharton School who found 
1hat business school students 
graded on the basis of how 
much lime they spent studying 
unproved their skills more than 
1hose graded by tests. 
.. Formal education has not 
ticcn demonstrated to be of 
greater value than what people 
can learn on their own. II can 
tie improved by transferring 
responsibility from the teacher 
10 1he learner." writes Scott 
:\rmstrong, a marketing pro-
fessor. in Interface. an interna-
1ional journal of management 
snenre. 
"Time contracts" are an 
easy way of making learners 
more responsible for learning, 
according to Armstrong. Under 
surh contracts. students are 
graded for the amount of time 
1hey spend on activities related 
dirrctly. and only, to the 
roursr. A detailed and up-to· 
dat<' diary must be submitted 
al 1hc end of the course. with 
daily entries showing how timt\ 
w,1s spent an<! what was 
learned. 
rhc teacher's role in such a 
learner-responsible system is 
10 offer help by listening. lee· 
1unng. providing learning exer· 
rist's and giving feedback. 
Tc~,s can be used to provide 
feedback to the student or to 
assess the course, but they arc 
no1 used to assess the student. 
,\rmstrong·s article appears 
a1 a time when concern over 
1hr course of education is on 
1hr rise. The National commis· 
sion on Excellence in Educa-
tion reccn1ly called for a 
renewed rmphasis on 
research in 10 educational 
methods. ''I'm afraid some of 
the Commission·s rccommen-
cations will actually result in 
even less responsibility on 1he 
part of students." 
Time contracts are certainly 
nqt a cure-all, but they're a step 
in the right direction. that is, 
toward greater learner respon· 
sibility," Armstrong said. In his 
experience with lime 
contracts--Armsrrong has 
found that students fell more 
responsibility for their learning 
than in traditionally run 
courses. 
"Based on observations by 
students. visitors and myself. 
the class atmosphere differed 
dramatically from that in tradi-
tional courses. Students ex· 
perimented with new ap· 
proaches and seemed to be 
highly creative. Tht>y also 
sought feedback from others." 
Armstrong writes. "From a 
faculty viewpoint. the contracl 
classes were also more plea-
sant; they were more oriented 
toward cooperative• problem 
solving.·· 
··Formal education·· 
t>specially in management-·has 
proven itself 10 be highly resis-
tant to the use of learner-
responsible approaches. 
Perhaps learner-responsibility 
violates the unspoken values 
of educators and learners. Cer-
tainly it violates the 'divine 
right of management,· which 
calls for obedience to those in 
authority. 
Another possible barrier is 
that the learner-responsible ap-
proach reduces the power of 
see education page 13 
Breakup from pg. 1 
distance phone and com· 
munications company still rail· 
ed /\ T& T. plus seven regional 
companies that will handle 
local telephone service and 
uny other kinds of businesses 
they ran develop. 
The breakup will mean a 
number of changes m phone 
cos1s as well as in the way 
prople get phonr service. 
In the past. /\ T&T kepi 
residential and local phone 
rates low by charging 
artificially-high long-distance 
rate!->. The profits from long. 
distance calls went to help pay 
for local servirt'. 
But after the breakup, the 
regional phone companies will 
h,1,·r to charge nisroniers 
enough 10 make a profii of 
local service. too. 
Just what those charges will 
be remains to be worked our 
by phone companies. local 
utility rare boards, and 
Congress. 
For the moment. however, 
much will depend on the kind 
of phone systems a campus 
has. 
Stuclents who get their own 
phones--who are independent 
of institutional sys1ems--w1ll 
( onlinue 10 deal with the lon1l 
YOU P...RE INVITED 
FEBRUARY 8 
Introduction to London 
Questions and Answers 
Union Demotte Room 
'7:30-8:30 pm 
FEBRUARY 9 
Introduction to London 
Questions and Answers 
Union Demotte Room 
1 :30-8:30 pm 
FEBRUARY 16 
CROSSROADS PARTY 
Union - 8:15 pm 
Chat with former 
London students. 
SLIDES ... SNACKS 
COME BY THE OFFICE ANYTIME 
Muller 218 
2'74-3306 
Applications Due March 14th 
phone company to get a dial 
tone and access to local and 
long-distance service, explains 
Joyce Berryman. an AT&T 
district manager in Denver. 
Students can buy long-
dL'>tance service itself from orn· 
of the many companies now 
selling ii: AT&T, MCI. SPRINT, 
and others. 
After January Isl, when the 
actual breakup bernmcs of-
ficial. sruclents can get the 
hardwarr--rhe ac1ual 
telephone--from any <'(JUip· 
rnent seller. Berryman adcls. 
Students with their own 
phones will lw subject 10 ttw 
same rcsillent1al rates ;is 
('V('ryonc else. 
Bui studen1s who us<· 
phones provided by 1he1r 
schools may face even higher 
rate hikes. 
Al Indiana. for example, 
students historically pay local 
rail costs as part of their flat 
room rental fee, paying extra 
only for their long-distance 
calls. 
But now, local rates also dr· 
pend nor just on the number of 
lines or phones. hut on how 
often a student uses them, 
even for local rc1lls. 
"Undoubtably... says Tom 
Meglcmre. Indiana's rom-
murncations director, "Ihe stu· 
dent would have 10 make up 
1he cost difference. Thr univer-
sity wouldn't be able to absorb 
higher local call costs." 
To minimize the problem, 
nu, ITHACAN 5 
!->Orne schools arc asking the 
govt>rnment for a special 
hreak. 
The group of higher t'durn-
tion associations worried about 
the "devastating effect" of thr 
higher phone costs in early 
December asked the Federal 
Communications Commission 
(FCC) 10 exempt colleges from 
certain new fees for .it least 
five years. 
The coalition was par11cular-
lv worried about the new "ac-
(:css fees" 10 take l'fft'Cl April 
.lrd. 1984. 
limier 1ho!-ie fc<'s. llusiness 
cus1omers would have to p<1y 
Ii dollars per llll<' per month to 
gc1 "an-cs~" to local ancl long-
rlistance network~. Otlwrs 
would have 10 pay 2 dollars 
per line. 
The group. Ill a written plea 
for cxemp1ion from the fee!->. 
said the access chargrs woulcl 
punish campuses with Centrex 
svsrems. which crntrallze 
campus lines through O!lC SWil· 
chboarcl. under the new FCC 
rules. cc1ch and every phone 
line on campus going into the 
central swilchboard would be 
subject to an access rharie. 
Thr prospect has clriven 
many campuses 10 start 
changing their phone systems. 
The Univer~ity of :\rizona. for 
msrancc, junked its Ct·ntrex 
system 111 favor of a n<'wer. 
albeit still-centralized. system. 
BAHAMAS 
SPRING BREAK 
from $345 
Includes Round Trip Air, Transfer, Seven Nights Aecom· 
modatlon, Welcome Rum Swizzle, One Hour Rum Swizzle 
-Perty, Canvas Travel Bag, Three Hour Cruise wfrwo Hour 
Onllmited Rum Punch, Beach Party w/Lunch, All Taxes. 
l'tO HIDDEN CHARGES 
FORT LAUDERDALE 
SPRING BREAK 
from $135 
Includes seven nights et prime location, welcome party 
wlfree beer. complimentary travel bag. 
AMTRAK only $155 
AIR ONLY $188 
Contact Dan-S.A.B. Travel 274-3383 
GREENWICH TRAVEL CENTER 
1·800·243·3858 
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Career Planning: 
Valuable Resource 
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by Michael Ferman 
Although a good number of 
seniors have already com-
pleted resumes. the majority 
have not taken advantage of 
the variety of scrvi,es 
available through the Caren 
Planning Office. 
There arc three particularly 
popular workshops in which 
students can participate--
Hesume Development, Inter-
viewing Skills and Creative Job 
Search techniques. One of the 
rnobt bcnefiual services 
available is the ,·ideotapecl 
mock interview in which a real 
interview environment is 
created. This gives· thr- student 
and his interviewer a unique 
chance to critique his/her 
presentation. 
Ned Waterbury, Assistant 
director of the Career Planning 
Office. feels that there is a 
gt'.neral sentiment among 
seniors that interview 
assistance 1s not required. He 
states that "there is more to a 
quality interview than meets 
the eye" and that "seniors 
would Ile wise to attend a 
workshop." Ned adds that 
"too many people rely 
on newspaper want ads." 
Which he claims is inadequate. 
They should concentrate on 
developing genuinely creative 
ways to locate jobs. 
Recent statistics from the 
College Placement Council 
reveals that overall hiring is up 
20 percent this year from 1983. 
There arc over 40 campus 
recruiting organizations at 
!thaca College this year 
representing a gamut of 
employment opportunities. It is 
important to note that these 
organizations are on many 
campuses and as a result are 
increasingly selective. 
Students are warned not to re-
ly solely on campus recruiters. 
Students are encouraged to 
initiate their career planning as 
soon as possible for February 
and March arc the busiest 
recruiting months. The Job 
search strategy that Ned 
Waterbury recommends starts 
with a thorough self assesment 
of strengths and weaknesses 
and formulating a career 
objective. 
Seniors should establish a 
credential file which can be 
maintained at the career Plan-
ning office. It is of paramount 
importance that references be 
contacted as early as possible 
as he or she will be more able 
to produce a quality letter if 
given ample time. 
Students are encouraged to 
attend the S.0.S Senior Orien-
tation Workshop which will in-
troduce small groups to the 
: . ~.,i. 
I 
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services offered at the Career 
Planning office. These 
seminars are offered weekly. 
Students must submit a 
resume and attend workshops 
to be part of the Campus 
Recruiting System. 
All students should ultimate-
'•-'••' 
ly aspire to master the prore~~ 
of career and life planning. i\ed 
concludes "Career Plannmg is 
a lifelong process and although 
it initially may be overwhelm-
ing don't hesitate." The carer·r 
Planning office is willing and 
able to assist. 
Job market promising for '84 graduates 
Even with their rosy prechr-
tions for the coming year. 
however. both studies r<1u-
tion that graduates will still 
have plenty of compctitl0!1 
for job openings. 
(CPS)--The class of 1984 will en-
joy one of the most dramatic 
upturns in the job market in re-
cent history, according to two 
just-released national studies. 
After several years of dismal 
employment conditions for the 
nation's college graduates. it 
appears jol> offers. as well as 
salaries. will be up significant-
ly this spring. 
"At the B.A. levcl. things are 
going to be up about 20 per-
cent." proclaims Victor Lind-
quist. placement chief at Nor-
thwestern University and 
author of that school's Endicott 
Report on the national job 
market. 
"For the first tune in several 
years we're starting to see an 
increase in the number of jobs 
for college graduates." echoes 
Jack Shingleton. Michigan 
State's placement director and 
supervisor of MSU's annual 
Jobs forecast. 
Although MSU's study is 
noticeably more conservative 
-- Shingleton expects only a 
five percent increase in the 
number of job offers -- both 
jobs forecasts expect 1984 
grads to fare far better than 
their predecessors in 1982 and 
1983. 
· 'The market overall is boun-
cing back from this two-year 
decline we've been going 
through," notes Lindquist. 
Besides the predicted 20 per-
cent increase in job oppor-
tunities for four-year grads. Lin-
dquist says, "the market will 
also be strong at the master's 
level, up about 28 percent over 
last year." 
"The largest increase in all 
areas is at the master's level in 
engineering." he adds. "The 
'Double E' (electrical engineer-
ing) degree is going to be the 
crown prince -- up 28 percent 
over last year -· along with 
degrees in the computer 
science area." 
Shingleton thinks those 
figures may be too optimistic. 
but agrees that "demand is 
stronger," and that "the curve 
111[ rooo AND WINE AT 
·%~-ir!?~!'2!5:, 
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is moving in a positive ciirec-
tion for a change." 
"There will be a heavy em-
phasis on electrical engineer-
ing and computer science ma-
jors." he says, "although 
chemical and petroleum 
engineers will have a more dif-
ficult time this year." 
The upturn has been coming 
gradually. In August, 1983, Col-
lege Press Service reported a 
growing sense of optimism 
amoung campus placement 
directors that the end of the 
recession and the coming of an 
election year signaled better 
times ahead for collegiate job 
seekers. 
And in an October, 1983 CPS 
article. both Shingleton and 
Lindquist accurately predicted 
the upbeat results of their 1984 
job forecasts. 
Geographically. Shingleton 
says. the southwest. 
southeast. and south central 
sections of the country will 
have the best job oppor-
tunities. The northeast. 
midwest, and northwest 
regions will be the worst areas 
for job seekers. 
According to the MSU study. 
electrical engineers will have 
the highest starting salaries --
at 526,643 -- of all four-year 
grads. Starting salaries for 
agriculture and marketing ma-
jors will hover around 517,500, 
and accounting majors can ex-
pect to earn about 518,600. 
Education majors--at 514,779 
-- and human ecology grads --
at 513,917 -- have the dubious 
distinction of being the lowest-
paid majors for the coming 
year. 
"H's still a buyer's markc·t," 
Lindquist warns. "It will Ile 
very competitive. ancl 11 
students are going to be sur· 
cessful they'll have to be ag-
gressive in their search." 
And while the market ma,· 
look brighter for grads witt1 
masters and bachelors 
degrees, Ph.Os may ha\'C· a 
harder time than ever ftndmg 
employment. 
A new Princeton University 
report pcrdicts that there will 
be three times as many Pll.lb 
flooding the academic Joll 
market as there are Joh.~ 
available for them. 
Beachcomber Tours J 0 
I 
N 
presents 
JET TOUR BUS TOUR 
$31900* $21500~ 
March 3-10 March 2-11 
TOUR INCLUDES 
• R_ound Trip Jet Flight or Deluxe Motor Coach Transportation 
• First Class Ocean Front Accommodations 
• Welcome Party with plenty of FREE BEER 
• Discount ID Card 
• OPTIONAL: Kitchenettes, Disney World Epcot Center 
'Proce Does Nol Include Add1hooal $39 00 tor l.tx. service & graluities 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
Jet Aighl Only $18!f0" 
l;kls Transportation Only $1()9»• 
Land Package Only $1()9»• 
$25.00 DEPOSIT REQUIRED 
CONTACT· JACK 
273-8768 
Beachcomber Tours, Inc., (716) 632-3723 
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Self-Education: 
Your First Step 
by Mary H. Gregg 
There is something going on 
in the world today that we 
never had to encounter before. 
Most of us know that the 
world holds enough nuclear 
weapons to kill every human 
being many times over. For the 
first time, the citizens of the 
world are faced with the 
devastating thought of extinc-
tion of the human race. 
We just might have to repeat 
that reality one more time to 
make sure we read that right: 
there arc enough weapons in 
the world to exterminate every 
human being. And if that 
doesn't stir up something in-
side you I don't know whc1t 
will. 
Since we are faced with 
global destruction, our min<ls 
1rnmediatcly shift to think up 
ways to prcvrnr such a 
catastrophe. 
Next. one might then rx-
rlaim. "But there is norhing \1·e 
can do to prevent a nuclear 
war. If they are going to <lo ii. 
rtwn lhey arc going to do 11!" 
Well. maybe so. But in thar 
< asc then many of us can 
s,ivor th(' solace of ar lea!-.1 
~nowing we tried to pr<'\'(·nr 
!-.U<'h a disaster. 
We people don·, paniculmly 
lik<' to reacl newspapers and 
wc11ch the news for the sole 
reason that the majority of the 
coverage is so depressing. so 
harsh and frustrating. Ancl W(' 
all know that snapping off the 
rclevision or closing rhe 
newspaper is not going 10 
make any of it go away. 
Keeping in mind rhar global 
<1es1ruc1ion is as close as 30 
minutes away, it is ever so im-
porrant that Wt> people begin 10 
examine the problems ancl 
rnndilions that exist in our 
world today. Making ourselves 
aware of these conditions and 
rheir consequences and 
('ducating ourselves on all the 
aspects of the nuclear issues is 
rhe first step we can take in the 
prevention of a nuclear ex-
rhange of any size. Educating 
our society on the present 
weapon systems. the deploy-
rnen t of these weapons 
systems and the amounr of 
money being channeled into 
rhe construction of new 
weapons is extremely 
important. 
-
So this leaves us with 
something that is left entirely 
up to the individual: self-
education. 
If we are to know and be 
familiar with these present 
situations. we must educate 
ourselves on the particular 
topic. 
Granted. everybody knows 
that even the media coverage 
is to some degree distorred, 
but when it's the only thing we 
have to work with we have to 
at least be familiar with whal 
is being presented before our 
eyes on the television screen 
or in th<' pages or magazines. 
Educating tlw self in each 
direction of tht· nuclear 
weapon topic i!-. 1,1king us 10 
1ht· t'%t'nllal lwginning 10 pro-
mote a l<'vel of world ppacc·. 
,-\s well. t·<luraring ours<'l\'<"S 
will giw· rarh of U!-. an i(ka of 
wlwrt· we. <1s individuals. 
s1<111CI in Ill!' hopmg an<! desiw 
for 1lw world p<',l<'<' 
Jl\O\'t'lll<'lll. 
We must rnnverr our l1op1· 10 
,ictnm. For !-.omt· of us. anion 
may m<·an takmg pan in non-
\'iolrnr n\'il disotwdwrn·t' .. \11CI 
for many of us. ,Kt1011 will 
mean prolt'!-.ting by par-
unpating in freeze mc1rches. 
An<I. equally important, action 
for m,my of us will perhaps 
mean reading an cntir<' arudc 
on the tkvas1ating dkcts on 
the human body trom a 
nuclear l'Xplosion. or maybe 
some of us will choose to \Wile 
a !('.Iler to a local. stare or na-
11onal wpresentarivr urging ,1 
freeze on lh<' produclion and 
deployment of nuclear 
\1'<'ilpons. 
W<' people ha\'c mow p!)\\'('.r 
th,m we think. We ilre th(' peo-
ple who elccr our leaders. 
So we are back ar the stage 
of self-education again. Sounds 
like a long. slow process'/ Well, 
you're absolutely right and 
many of us may not be around 
to see any major change. 
We ran keep in mind, 
rhough, that our children and 
the children that many of us 
hope to somedar have may 
not have to hve their lives on 
the brink of a nuclear 
holocaust. 
Vl'e must all keep m mmd 
that peace is 1101 only a 
destination: peace is the way. 
T~e'I' 6P't' o~ 
Tue,R ow,. 
c.,r,zeNE' 
W...,•LL\/JP 
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Election '84: 
Close the Book on Reagan 
by Stephen Long 
Ronald Reagan's Presidency 
ha<; had an odd air of expc,tan-
ry and anticipa1ion about ii for 
his first three' year~. II 1s <lif-
firul1 to grasp an ov<'rall con-
rw1e picture of what exactly he 
1s trying to acrnmplish. Iii!> 
unspoken ideologies ot fiscal 
con!-.crvat1sm an<I slndcnl na-
tionalism aw apparenr. bur 10 
un<l<·rsrand them as 10 what cf-
f cct they will ha\'c in the worl<I 
stems to be an 1rnpossihle 
rask. In his Sunday announr<·-
rncnr thar he plans to tw a 1984 
prcs1d(•ntial r,H1di<1a1c. Pws1-
<lent Ikagan askecl 1ha1 he and 
\'ice-l'rcsidcnt Bush lle allow-
ed to rnrnplel<' what they had 
started. This again mystifies 
his goals and leads the 
,\mcriran public down a foggy 
rrail. II is all too human 10 want 
lo know the outcome of h1!-. 
programs ,md goals. E\'en 
when one read~ a bad novel. 
one wanrs 10 continue to lhe 
t"nd. no ma11er how tortuou!-. 
one finds 1he s1ory. One is 
templed 10 do 1his with 
Hcagan, but there ar<' jus1 too 
many mistakes and faul1s thar 
l1t1v<· occurcd at this poinl. The 
l'tld 10 lhe Honald Hcagan 
!-.tory hopefully st10uld come 
tlus Novemticr when he. will 
nor lle rc-clecrcd. 
:\mong Reagan's major 
hoodwinks include his abilitr 
to make staristics and numbers 
work for him. When he entered 
office, he boldly cur major 
federally funded programs. 
these cuts continued for lhree 
years until he could use thcrn 
for p0Ii11cal mileage. lie is now 
claiming that he is raising the 
federal funds for these pro-
grams. Thi~ is true. but with 
rhe between seventy and nine-
ty percent curs over three 
years. his proposed increases 
of about ten percent do not 
amount to anything thar could 
resuscirate anr program. Ex-
amples of programs that have 
felt Reagan's razor edged axe 
include: poverty, student aid, 
education, energy. environ-
ment, and rhe arts. 
Reagan has also bastardized 
the basic concepts on which 
the United States government 
is founded. He has ruined the 
system of checks and 
balances between the three 
branches of government. The 
executive branch now has con· 
siderable clout over bolh the 
lcgisla1ivc ant1 judiciary bran-
ches. ll<' has ensured passage 
of his legislation t>y taking 
away the legislarive veto 
power of Congr<'SS. lhe ex-
<·curivc branch was further('<! 
strcngttwned when go\'crn-
nwn I agencies were 
sysremarically purged of 
<l<'rno<-rats or ,rnybody who 
did nor folio\\' lfragan·s 
ideology. This b rsp('cially 
true of lhe Interior D<'par1nwn1 
Ill which Federal ad\'lsor~ 
l>o,mls wen' fill(·d wilh rock-rih 
wpublicans ,md <'n<'rgy 111· 
rert·s ts through a series of in-
l<'r\'wws with republican rnn-
gressional staffs. 
Even rtw heads and 
secretaries of government 
agencies were gi\'en priority 
because of their ideology, nor 
rheir expertise on thC' issue's. 
.-\II of Heagan·s catmwl 
members sct"m 10 Ile "yes 
men" who nod when rhc grcar 
communica1or speaks. The on-
ly elected law office' rhar Edwin 
Meese ever held was on the 
counry level: and tie 1s anotht·r 
figurehead who is nor fighling 
for environmental con<Trns 
an<! is simply m,1king minor 
1ersonnel chan1tes lhat w,11 
have no effect on policy 
Budgets ruls and inrrcase<I 
exc•curivc tmmch power arc 
just two examples of how 
Prcsi(lenr Reagan is changing 
the course of thC' federal 
government and this counrry. 
The lisl of changt>s s1re1chcs 10 
foreign policy, nuclear arm!> 
and pown racial and rclig1ou!-. 
issu<'S. consritulional arncnd-
mc·n1s and a(I infinitum. Before 
lw is reelected. tlw \'oling 
public musr ask it!-.t'll if H b 
ready 10 rnnlinuc 1he couN· 
l,ll(\ hefor<' 11 by l'rt'!-.i<lcnt 
Heagan. II is a mystifying 
rnurse ,ll first. hut 1[ ont' 
snutmilt's it more carefully. a 
pallern will appear. If rhc pa1-
1ern is continued rhrough 
Reagan's re-election, he will 
change this country for many 
years 10 rnme. This country 
should he sulJJcct to rh<' typcs 
of ctwni,ies rhat Reagan has to 
ofl<"r. Not only does this voter 
plan not 10 vote for Heagan. but 
I plan 10 encouragC' ortwr~ 10 
<lo 1hc same. Close rlw hook 
on l'resiclC'lll Heagan. 
Stephen !.ong was an intern on the 
House Interior Oversight Subcommit-
tee in the summer of 1983 He 1s 
a senior politics ma1or. 
Women Studenh ot Ithaca Co)~c . 
DO YOU FEEL ~OU HAVE EXPERIENCED 
StYUAL ~U~i\SSMtNT? 
Scwal Ha.ras'.>111mt IS Jll~ u111nvd:.cd., obscene or 
offm;tve re.mark. 1 stm or qcshrc, J thrd Dr bn ~ 
h1ad. ~ a per-5011 to coert,t: 5CJJJal conbd or ,ns1ll: 
- 75 7. of the bme l:h.L ha rasw,rn1 1s 11nom1, 
tl t11cre.:ises 
· 7'1, % of hawsniertl vtcl.1ni, rcyort hlm~ anqr'.l, 
up,-,et, fr,1hkncd., dor,e and. 1-dples,., 
W'o,11en shuk,tts or Ithacd C0 ll4e ar?.rilt1111 tidher d 
CREATIVE JOURNAL of womrn\ e.lpmcn('.'<;, of 5~<1<ll lwrnri>:n1.. 
If 10\J would. Ii ke fo sh art i°"T wn lt ti~ or h,) f' onpniie the 
pu'.Pucaliq1 of ½\i, rrna[, tnfCJrJ!la\un L~ JvaJa\ilt l/1 tilt 
J.Jnhnq lab lboltcm of Uiar~, G-ann'-'11) 
~ "' • * /It' 
L 
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=INNOCENT BYSTANDER======= 
Take this job and . •• 
====================Dave Fischer=== 
I woke up at the same time I do every morning--
exactly one second before the alarm sounds. On 
this morning there would be no lime to reflect on 
last night's dream. It was an important day. like 
opening game of Little League, so the day must 
be met with a feeling of immortality. It was my first 
day on the job and, watch out world, nothing can 
stop me now. 
I was confident that my twelve-plus years of 
schooling in the finest public and private institu-
tions were a solid foundation in which to build a 
career. Still, my first instinct was to put on the 
clothes I had worn yesterday. 
To succeed in the business world one must look 
the part. so I went to my closet and selected the 
right suit to wear for first impressions. It was the 
only suit I owned, but it was my favorite, and it 
was lucky for me. It was a sharp. though conser-
vative brown tweed with pants to match and a pair 
of dark brown trousers thrown-in as part of the 
special clearance sale. Today I would wear the 
tweed suit. tomorrow the dark brown trousers and 
a shirt. Wednesday the dark brown trousers and 
the tweed jacket, and Thursday the tweed pants 
and a shirt. I was proud of the efficient way I stret-
ched one suit into four days of wardrobe. On 
Fridays, however. I would have to call in sick. 
One major obstacle hit me right away. All my life 
I had only gone to school, and now that it was time 
to go to work. I didn't know how to get there. After 
pacing the room a few times I decided to do just 
what got me to school everyday without fail. I 
walked a few blocks down the street to the nearest 
major intersection, my back facing in the direction 
I wanted to go, and stuck out my thumb. To my 
immediate amazement, it was like riding a bicy-
cle, a yellow car pulled along side and I got in. 
"Where to, bub," the driver said disregarding my 
hellos. 
''I'm going to work," I said proudly. The driver 
was a nice enough fellow. though, and inquired as 
to the address of my work. When we arrived at 
the destination he looked at me for the first time 
without use of a mirror and said, "Here ya arc, bub. 
that'll be S6.20." 
Well, did I feel oldl In college I never had to give 
money to be driven anywhere. One disadvantage 
of working is the responsibility of transportation. 
As I walked into the building housing my occupa-
tion. I began to be aware of the cause of my ap-
prehension. While at school, when at a loss for 
superiority, I would offer others the insulting state-
ment "Get a real jobl" Now faced with this self-
effacing reality, I was forced to decide if I, indeed, 
possessed a "real" job. The answer was crucial 
to my self-image which, after all, is the key to 
behavior. A ·no· response may cause chemical 
dependency of several controlled substances. 
I woke up at the same lime I do every morning--
exactly one second before the alarm sounds. In 
a cold sweat. I reflected oniast night's dream and 
realized it was a nightmare. Thank God I didn't 
have a job and I didn't have to go to work. I was 
still a student and saw no need to rush the pro-
cess. I shut off the alarm and went back to sleep. 
Ithaca College Bureau of Concerts and SA B pres e n t 
The Heart and Soul of Rock n' 
Sunday 
February 26, 
8:00 pm 
Ben Light Gym 
Tickets: 
8.00 
8.50 
I.C. Community 
General Public/Day of S.how 
Available 
Egbert 
Monday February 6 
Office Union Ticket 
Roll 
. ------- --------
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SOUTH HILL The Entertainment Guide to Ithaca 
lntroducing:Noyz Boyz 
by Mary Ano GlUott variety in their performances. 
Ithaca's night life is con- As far as originals go, the 
i,isting more and more of Boyz claim that they are look-
smoke-filled bars crowded ing forward to some in the 
with spectators experiencing future. Each member has been 
the same old sounds of blues. toying with several ideas and 
jazz or new wave. If you're creating their own sounds. The 
wondering whatever happen- major issue is getting these 
ed to the good old classic ideas down on paper. They all 
tunes of basic rock-and roll. frown upon bands whose 
maybe you should check with songs all sound the same. 
Noyz BOyz. The dynamic new They are almost positive that 
band has made its debut into if they were ever given the op-
the world of hard rock and portunity to crack an LP, their 
electronic sounds. The originals would all be different. 
newcomers to the music socie- The reason being that each 
ty have recruited their five member would offer a unique 
members from I.C. and they input, and the final product 
have the potential of becoming would be a distinquishable 
one of the hottest local bands sound. The band states that 
around. They opened their first their goal is not directed at 
gig at Kell's Drydock this past adopting their own style just 
Tuesday night, cranking out yet. They simply enjoy playing 
tunes by the Who, the Stones. some of the popular melodies 
the Kinks and other artists of that the public wants to hear. 
the rock-and-roll era. Although they are not looking 
Noyz Boyz originally formed for their own style, the songs 
111 October, combining the they play are seasoned with 
talents of lead and rhythym some originality. Charlie 
guitarists, Mike Murphy and Spickler asserts that a part of 
Don Swift along with drummer their creativity is woven into 
Charlie Spickler. They dabbled the classic songs they play. 
with a variety of melodies "We have our own sound and, 
created by various 60's artists therefore, we're not copying 
for several months. When they · the· old bands exactly." · 
returned to I.C. after winter "We're trying to show that 
break they drafted Tom Tucker we can play these tunes but 
as their bass player and Tom add our own originality to 
Teahan as lead vocalist. Don't them," Mike Murphy adds. 
60's tunes. "Old bands of the 
60's sound different because 
the equipment they !the artists! 
used back then was inferior to 
ours today. Our versions of 
these songs may be slightly 
different." 
Left-Righ1-let their recent association fool Tom Teahan further explains 
you. Just because they are still why they can express some in-
young in their formation does genuity in replicating these 
The members of Noyz Boyz 
all admit 1hat the band is just 
a hobbie and their primary con-
cerns are academic for now. 
Only Charlie has considered 
pursuing a musical career. His 
ambition is some day to be 
able to play in front of a 
screaming crowd of en-
thusiastic fans at Madison 
Square Garden. Perhaps some-
day Noyz Boyz will. The Boyz 
all admitted that if the oppor-
tunity ever arose for profes-
sionalism. they wouldn't tum it 
down. And why should they. 
Playing in small-time local 
clubs was the way most 
famous groups got their start. 
The Boyz acknowledge Kelly 
from Kelly's Drydock for giving 
them their first break into the 
music business. They re-
quested a chance to play at the 
bar and Kelly granted them the 
opportunity this past Tuesday 
night. The Boyz are grateful for 
the exposure. It is apparent 
that Kelly had a lot of con-
fidence in them. Noyz Boyz is. 
the name to look for in the 
coming weeks, and you can be 
sure it will be popping up all 
over town. 
M1ke Murphy, Charlie Spikier, Tom Teahan, Don Swift, Tom Tucker 
Next Show Kelly's Feb. /7 
not mean they are inexperienc-
ed in their performances. 
Through hard work and much 
dedication, the Boyz managed 
to put their act together. They 
Youth Concert Experience 
have taken at least three to On Sunday, February 19, 1984-, Suite No. 2. Ms. Flumereh 
four hours a day out of their the cayuga Chamber Orchestra teaches instrumental music 
cramped schedules for prac- will present its Fifth Annual with the Ithaca City School 
hce sessions. Youth Concert in Ford District, is a faculty member of ''The Maids'' 
So, why the name Noyz Auditorium on the Ithaca Col- the Community School of 
Boyz? The group confesses lege campus. This 7:30 PM Music and Arts. and provides 
that it was tough in trying to concert will feature this private music instruction from 
select a title that would be easi- season's winner of the Or- her Piped Piper Mobile Music On February 2,3,& 4-, Ithaca 
ly recognizable. They sat chestra's youth competition: 16 Studio. College Theatre will present 
around tossing different names year-old pianist Susan Guest conductor for this con- Jean Genet's very shocking 
into the air until Tom Teahan Elizabeth Neely of Painted cert is uavid Einfelt. In addition and provocative one-act play, 
finally discovered Noyz Boyz. Post. Ms. Neely is the pupil of to being a violist with the cco. THE MAIDS. Set in the sensual 
It is catchy and Don jokes that Mary Ann Covert-LC. Faculty Mr. Einfeldt is the conductor of atmosphere of the Madame's 
the band is alre~dy l(vi11g up to and formerly studied with the Corning Youth Orchestra. bedroom. it explores the rela-
that narne; they already blew Carole Bigler and Elsa K. he is a string teacher with tionship between the two 
out one of the PA's in the Nunez. This past fall she was Ithaca Talent Education where maids, Claire and SOiange. and 
studio while rehearsing. a finalist at the New York State he also teaches from the their Madame. and the brutal 
They may be noisy, but the Music Teacher's Association podium. The cco·s rendition and violent struggle which en-
group has a special knack of piano competition and has per- of Mozart's Eine Kleine sues. It is loosely based on a 
converting that noise into a formed two solo recitals. She Nachtmusik will complete the true-to-life horror story which 
cohesive form of refreshing will perform one movement of program. an evening with an took place in 1933, a gory and 
rock-and-roll. The Noyz BOyz a Mozart Piano Concerto. accent on youth and music for fantastic event of two maids 
are building the reputation of The music of .J.S. Bach will all ages. and their struggle for survival 
being one of the few bands in be featured. First. the talented Tickets are available at against their Madame and 
the area that plays something Ithaca Youth orchestra. under Logos on The Common, themselves. 
besides jazz, reggae or punk. the direction of Pamela J.W.Rhodes in the Pyramid It is not surprisng that Genet 
They blend the rock sounds Gearhart, will join the Orchestra Mall, Ithaca COllege·s Egbert would pick such an event to 
that aspired in the 60's, with a in presenting one of his Union, and Cornell University's base one of his best known 
few modem tunes by such per- Fugues. Also, the Orchestra's Willard Strai~hl.' works on. because he was a 
formers as u-2, Def Lepard and own flutist, Flo Flumerfelt will Information???? John Sholeen criminal himself. Genet was 
the Romantics to present a '--b __ e_th_e_fe_a_t_ur_e_ct_a_r_ti_st_in_h_is __ 21_3_-1_m_1 ______ --' surrounded by wickedness 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . - ' . . . . . . . . .. ~ . - . .. - . . . . -
--
and immortality his entire life 
and was extremely fascinated 
by lhe criminal mind and the 
beauty of evil. And so he has 
given us THE MAIDS, a thrilling 
and terrifying tale which ex-
cites us with the possibilities of 
evil. 
The performances of THE 
MAIDS will be at 4:00 PM 
February 2. and at 8:00 PM on 
February 3 & 4; admission is 
free. The casst includes 
Caroline Feeney as Solange. 
Christina Bianco as Claire. and 
Ana Goldseker as The 
Madame. 
Student Director Ellen 
Morgan comments on THE 
MAIDS, "It is not a play about 
class struggle or insanity, but 
a celebration of evil. We are 
seduced by the maids. and 
tacinated by their terror." 
Kl TifE trnACAN 
Television 
Week 
Feb. 2-Feb. 8 
!DAYTIME I 
MORNNG 
11:00A.U. 
11D Watch On Wuhlngton {Thu) 
!ID~ (Mon-Wad, Fri) 
11:0ISA.M. 
m ..... 
11:20A.M. 
IHI Video Jabbox CThu> 
IHI teo C0111m11 Attraeliona (Fri) 
ll:30A.U. 
m.1oeFcw11n [IDllldlpelldeat Netwodl Neww 
8:00A.M. 
[2J #BC ..... Thia Morning 
Cl]V__...~ 
m:cRevuo 
DJJTwllTi.ra 
D]l 10.-0I JNrwlle (T,-.Frl) 
D]IIGTV(Mon) 
IHllble(n.) 
IHI n. 8NI Pup (Fri) 
IHI 8Wllnlct (Mon) 
8:111 A.lot. 
IHI Ible (TN) 
8:80A.M. 
Cl] DI NBC Nna Al Sunl1M 
[!] C88 Early llomlng Newa 
[Z)Pope,9 
W Yoga Wllh Prlacllle Patrick 
[!]...., Snggarf 
D]I Qr.-Spac:e CoHIIN' 
IHI Ible (Fri) IHITM OrNt Wll8lea (Wed) 
11:411 A.M. 
[I] A.IL Weather 
7:00 A.M. 
[2J Good llomng America 
tll III Today [l)C881,b1*1g ,._. 
[Zl Woody Woodpecker 
Ws-MSlrwtQ 
[!]700Qab 
[D TOIII And Jelr, 
IBl The Lorax By Dr. Seu.a (Mon) 
7:111 A.U. 
I!] A.lot. WNther 
7:30A.M. 
l!]SNameStrwtQ 
[Zl Bc1118 Bunny And Frlenda 
[ID8upertrlencla 
!Bl Movie (Mon) 
1B] Fraggle Rock (Wed) 
7:69A.M. 
rn rn [I] lll8 Space Shuttle Launch 
(Fri) 
8.110 A.M. 
[Zl Woody WoodpecklN' 
[I] Educational Programming 
Ill Nine On New Jeraey (Thu) 
11] Nnark And Reellty (Fri) 
11] MNI The Mayon (Mon) 
Ill Haw Jersey Report (Tua) 
11] Naw Jersey People (Wed) 
1!D Pink Panther cm HBO Coming Attractions (Thu) 
cm Movie (Tue, Wed, Fri) 
8:30A.M. 
(!] Mister Rogere (R) 
[!] The FUntstonea 
Ill 8tralght Talk 
l!D Tom And Jerry And Friends 
lJ!I Movie {Thu) 
9:00 A.M. 
[2]Donehue 
[I) Women To Women 
(!] 8eMme Street c;i 
[I] Hour Magazine 
[Zl I Love Lucy 
l!m Jim Bekker 
[I) Uttle Rucala 
9:30A.M. 
[Zl My Thne Sona 
[I]Newe 
[D The MunllflN'II 
10:00 A.M. 
[2] Uttle House On The Prairie 
[I) The Fact, OI Ula (R) 
(!] Educetlonal Programming 
rn The Naw 125,ooo Pyramid 
[Z] Maka Room For Dadd)' 
til Romper Room 
l!m Jllnmy Swaggart 
[I) Contemporary Catholic (Thu) 
ml Euence (Frt) 
r:rn New Jaraay Now (Mon) 
11D Urban Journal (Tue) 
11D Open Mind (Wed) 
cm1otov1e 
10:SOA.M. 
[JJ Ill Sela Of The c.ntury 
[I) PNM Your Luck 
[Z] All In The family 
[D Brand New Dey {Thu) 
11D Thia la Long lalend (Frt) 
11D Focua: New JeraaY (Mon) 
11D Jewl.tl Olmenalon (Wed) 
11:00A.M. 
[Ile.n-
·[JJ lll8 WIN Of Fortune 
III The Price la Right 
[Zl llrNkewaY 
[!]Family 
IOI Rhoda 
11:30 A.M. 
[2]Loving 
Cll lllll OrNm Houae 11D Hippy Daya Again 
lJ!I Movie (Tue) 
AFTERNOON 
NOON 
[2J Love c-iact!Ofl 
tll III Ill Mewl (!] [I] Educational Programming 
[Z)Mldday 
l!mHotPoteto 
Q:DlncNpendlnl Network Nawa 
cm Beat Of Conaumat" Report, {Thu) 
cm Movie (Wad, Fri) 
12:30P.M. 
C2l Ryan'• Hope 
[I) lll8 Seerch For Tomorrow 
[]]The Young And The Reatlaaa 
QDMovla cm Movie (Thu) 
cm George Buma In Concert (Mon) 
1:00 P.M. 
[2] All My Chlldnln 
Cl) lll8 Deya 01 Our Lives 
[Z] Hour Magazine 
[I]Movla 
1:30P.M. 
[I] Aa The World Tuma 
l!!I Movie (Mon) 
2:00 P.M. 
[II Ona LIie To Liva 
I]] am Another World 
[Z]Newe 
l!!I Movie (Tue, Frt) 
2:16P.M. 
(Z]Popeya 
2:30P.M. 
(5]Capltol 
til In Seerch Of ••. 
[)] Magic Garden (Mon-Thu) 
11D Carraacotendaa (Frt) 
3:00 P.M. 
cal GenlN'III Hoapltal 
Cl) lll8 Match Gama / Hollywood 
Squa.rea Hour 
00 Twilight Zona 
[51 Guiding Light 
[!J lnapactor Gadget 
[I] Un1amed World 
[!]Th1Selnt 
[)] Tom And Jerry And Friends 
cm Movie (Wed) 
3:30P.M. 
00 Yan Can Cook (Thu) 
(!] Needle And Eye (Frt) 
(!] Lap Qulltlng (Mon) 
(!] HaH A Hendy Hour (Tue) 
(!] Bridge Baalca (Wed) 
[I] Woody Woodpecker And Frlenda 
[I] Mister Rogara (R) 
11D Scooby Doo 
[00 HBO Coming Attractlona (Thu) 
cm The Everly Brothers Reunion Con· 
cart (Mon) 
-4:00P.M. 
rn Eight la Enough 
I]] STM Club With Scooby Doo 
(!] [I] Sesame Street c:;, 
[I]LoveBoat 
[Z] He-Man And Masten, Of The Unl-
veraa 
[I)Movla 
am The Fllntatonea 
[llJ Incredible Hulk 
[00 Movie (Tue, Thu) 
[BJ Dr. Sauaa: The Cat In The Hat (Fri) 
-4:30P.M. 
[!]Batman 
amScoobyDoo 
cm The Seel Pup (Fri) 
cm Staratruck (Mon) 
cm Fraggle Reck (Wed) 
6:00P.M. 
cal People's Court 
Morie Ratlnoa 
Out1tandlng. • . . • . . • **** 
Excellant. . . . . . . . ·***Ii 
Cl) WKRP In Cincinnati 
(!] Mister RoglN'S (R) 
[51 Fantasy laland 
[Zl Six Mllllon Dollar Man 
[I] Etactrlc Company (R) 
l!m Bullwinkle Very Good . . . . . . . . . *** Good .. : . . . . . . . . . ·**Ii 
NolBad. . . . . . • . . ** 
Felr. • . ...••.• Ii 
Poor •••.••.•••.•••• * 
Copyrlghl • 1084 T.V. Data, Inc 
[llJ Little Houae On The Prairie 
cm Fraggle Rock (Fri) 
cm The Great Whales (Wed) 
6:16P.M. 
cm Movie (Mon) 
6:30P.M. 
calNawa 
Cl) Three's Compeny 
(!] Etactrlc Company (R) 
[I)Newacope 
()] 3-2-1 Contact 
11m Tic Tac Dough 
cm The Predators (Fri) 
I THURSOAYj 
EVENING 
8:00P.M. 
[I) []] lll8 Nawa 
(!] 3-2· 1 contact 
[Zl ThrN'• Company ()] MacNall / Lehrer Newahour 
til Battlestar Galactlca 
IIDAllca [BJ Movie *** ""Evil Under The S<m" (1982. 
Mysie<Y) Pete, UstinoV, Jane Bir1<1n. 
6:30P.M. 
[]]ASCNawaQ 
Cl) 111 NBC Nawa 
(!]BualnlUReport 
[I]CBSNawa 
[Zl Ona Day Al A Time 
!ID Sanford And Son 
7:00P.M. 
[2] am Wheel OI Fortune 
[JJ l!!J The Jefferaona 
(!] MacHltll / Lehrer Newahour 
[I] Entertainment Tonight 
[Z]M'A"B'H 
[I] BualnlU Report 
tI] Rowen & Martin'• Laug!Hn 
7:30P.M. 
[2] P.M. Magazine 
[I) Im Femlly Feud 
[I]M'A'S'H 
[Z] All In The family 
[I] Direct Lina 
Ill Benny HIii 
!DINawa 
8:00P.M. 
[2J Movie*** "Gteaae" (1978, Muslcal-Com-
edy) John Travolla, Olrvia Newton-John. 
[JJ lll8 81mm1 A Bruk 
(!] Cl] Sneak Pr9vlewa 
III Magnum, P.I. 
[I] Roya.I Vertaty Per1onnanca 
ll]Nawa 
lllJ Movie **** "BoMle And Clyde" (1967, 
Drama) Warren Beatty, Faye Dunaway. 
cm Movie ** ~ ''The Amateur" (1982, Drama) 
John Savage, CllriatOl)her Plunwner. 
8:30P.M. 
Cl) am Family Ties 
(!] World War I 
()]Art-
[!] Billy Graham Special 
9:00P.M. 
WllmC!llarl 
(!] Movie **** "Seance On A Wei Aftor· 
noon" (1964, Drama) Kim S1anley, Richard Atten-
borough. 
Ill Simon & Simon 
()] The Palllaera 
Q:30P.M. 
rn am Buffalo Bill 
til Ntt.. Hockey 
10:00P.M. 
[2]20 / 20 
[J] 11m HIil Street Bluaa 
[I] Knot• Landing 
[Z)Nawa 
[I] Rich Man, Poor Man: Book I 
l!!I Movie *** "BrainWavas" (1983. Sci· 
ence-Flct,on) Keir Dullea, Suzanna Love. 
10:30P.M. 
ml lndaplndent Nalwor1< Newa 
11:00 P.M. 
[2][D[I]Newa 
(!] Monty Python'e Flying Clrcua 
[Z]Tu:I 
[I] Hitchhiker'• Gulde To The Galaxy 
am Independent Network Newa 
11D Odd Couple 
11:30P.M. 
[21 ABC NIIWII Nlghtllne 
I]] am Tonight 
[!] [I] l.ltenlght America 
[I] Trapper John, M.D. 
[I] Thicke OI The Night 
11D The HonaymoonlN'II 
cm Growing Up Stoned 
MIDNIGHT 
[llJ Star Trek 
12:30A.M. 
cal All In The Family 
[II Late Night With David Letterman 
00 Twilight Zone 
til World Vlalon lll8 Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In 
cm Movie**~ '"Lion 01 The Deser1" (1981. 
Drama) An1hony Quinn, Oliver Reed 
12:-40 A.M. 
[I] Movie *** '"And Your Name la Jonah'" 
(1979, Drama) Sally S1ru1hera, James Woode 
1:00 A.M. 
[I] Hogan's Heroes 
[)] Twlllght Zona 
1:30A.M. 
[I] Ret Patrol 
tI] NIIWII 
!ID Independent Network Newa 
2:00A.M. 
[I] CBS Nawa Nlghtwalch 
[!] Movie **I> '"Stowaway To The Moon'" 
(1974, Fantasy) Lloyd Bridges. Michael Link 
[!] Joi Franklin 
[IDS.lute 
1·fR1DAY1 
EVENING 
8:00P.M. 
[IJ [I] lm News 
[!] 3-2· 1 Contact 
[Z] Three"• Company 
Cl] MacNell / Lehrer Newahour 
[II Battlaatar Galactlca 
lID Alica 
8:30P.M. 
rnABCNIIWIIQ 
[I) l!§] NBC N-a 
[!] Bu1lneaa Repo,1 
[I)CBSNewa 
[!] One Dey At A Tlrne 
lID Benford And Son 
[fflipAYcom. I 
7:SOP.M. 
[2] P.M. Magulne 
[J] 11m Family Feud 
[!]M'A"S'H 
[Zl All In The Femlly 
()] Sport• Weak 
[I] Benny HIii 
QDNawa 
8:00P.M. 
[2]Banaon 
[J] 11m Legmen 
(!] [I] Walhlngton Weak In Revl-
[I) Tha Duke• OI ~rd [Zl P.M. Magazine 'I 
[!]Hewe n:n Movie ** "Onco la Not Enough" (1975, 
Drama) Kirk Douglaa. Alexis Sml!h. 
l!!I Movie **I> "Loain' H'" (1982, Comedy) 
Tom Cruiae, Jactue Earle Haley. 
8:30P.M. 
[l]Webster 
[!] lJl wen Street Week 
[Zl HNlthBeal 
[!] Vla!Ofla OI '8-4 
9:00P.M. 
[2:] Blue Thunder 
rn Ill The Malter 
(!] Naw York Slate Bullineaa Report 
[I]Dellaa 
(Z]MalvOrlllln 
[I] Mystery! 
9:30P.M. 
(!]Ente,pr!H 
10:00P.M. 
[2:] Matt Houaton 
[JJ lllll The Naw Show 
(!] ()] Mystery! 
[I]FelconCnat 
[Z]Newe 
a:n lnclaplndanl ~ Hewe 
IBl Movie * * * ''Threshold" ( 1981, Orama) 
Donald Sutherland, Jell Goldblum. 
10:30P.M. 
Ill Nini On New Jaraey 
mlNawa 
11:00 P.M. 
[II [JJ Ill Nawa 
(!] Monty Python', Flying Circus 
[Z]Texl 
[I] Alpine Ski School 
11] Top -40 Video 
am Independent Network Newa 
[J]] Odd Couple 
11:30P.M. 
[II ABC Newa Nlghtllne 
Cl) Ill Tonight 
(!] Cl] LatenlQht America 
ID Movie * * * "Whalevor Happened To Baby 
Jane?" (1962, Suspenae) Bette Davis, Joan 
C<awlord. 
[Zl Thicke Of The Night 
Ill Racing From Yonkers 
!ID The HoneymoonlN'S 
11:-40P.M. 
cm Gaofva Buma In Concert 
MIDNIGHT 
ll]Newa 
[llJ Star Trek 
12:30,\.M. 
[2] Solid Gold 
Cl) 11m Friday Night Vldaoa 
(!] Twilight Zona 
[I]To Ba Announced 
12:,COA.M. 
cm Movie ** "Kisa Me Goodbye" (1982, 
Comedy) Sally Field. James Caan. 
f:OOA.M. 
[!] Soul Train 
l!!I Twilight Zone 
1:30 A.M. 
ll]Nawa 
[llJ Independent Network N-a 
2:00A.M. 
[]] Movie **I> "Twins Of Evil" (1972. Horror) 
Pe1er Cullhing, Luan Pe1ora. 
[Zl Amartca'a Top Ten 
[!] Joa Franklin 
11D Solid Gold 
SATURDAY, 
MORNING 
8:00A.M. 
[2] The Monchhlchla / Little Rascals / 
Richie Rich 
I]] The Fllntatona Funnies 
(!] De.lllng In Discipline 
[I]TheBlakllle 
[Z] Wonclarama 
[I] Ullle, Yoga And You 
11] Chrtatopher CIOMUP 
am Inch High Private Eye 
[)] Tom And Jerry And Frlenda 
l!!I Movie **~ "Loves1cl<" (1983, Comedy) 
Dudley Moore, Elizabeth McGovern. 
S:30A.M. 
I]] The Shirt Talee 
00 Bl!Omilllomo ltellal 
[]] Saturday Supercade 
[I] America's Top Ten 
[I] Working Women 
til Meat The Mayore 
11m Dudley Dorlght 
l!!I Herald Of Tru1h 
9:00A.M. 
[2] Scooby Doo 
Cl) lll8 Smurfa c;:i 
00 Peraonal Time Management 
[!] Star Saerch 
[I] Naw Tech Tlrnae 
[!] Nina On Naw Jeraey 
l!!J Eaaanca 
9:30 A.M. 
[2] Pac-Man / Rubik Cube / Menudo 
[!] Yen Can Cook 
[I] Kldaworld 
[I] Sporle Week 
til Devey And Goliath 
[J]HaaHaw 
[}ATUROAYcom. I 
11:00A.M. 
[2] PUWY / Scooby Doo I Schoolhouse 
Rock 
[J]l!IMr. T 
CJ] Cl] A HouH For All Seaaona 
[I] Movie ** "liere Corne The Co-eds" ( 19-15, 
Comedy) Bud Abbott, Lou Costello. 
[!]BJ' Lobo 11D The Road To Loa Angeles 
11:30AM. []] uveme & Shlrlay & Company 
(!] 8rNt Chala Of Sen Franclaco 
[I] Graat Chafe Of San Fanclaco 
lll8 Amazing Spider-Man ' lncfadlble 
Hulk 
AFTERNOON 
NOON 
[2J !DI Collage Baakalb.all 
(I]Bowllr,g 
(!] [I] Magic OI Oil Paln11ng 
[Zl Dance Bhow 
11] The Harcty Boye / Nancy Drew Mya-
tertaa 
12-.30P.M. 
00 [I] Vlc1o,y Garden 
[I) Movie *** "LH!le Men" (1940, Dramo) 
Jac:11 Oakie, Jimmy Lydon. 
o:m Thundarr 
1:00P.M. 
rn Good Tinin 
(!] Antique• 
[Z)Fame 
()]ArlKellll 
[!] The Seln1 lllll Alnarlca'a Top Ten 
lJ!I tllO Coming Attract!Ofla 
1:30P.M. 
rn lll8 College eaakalt>an 
(!] MatlnN At The Bijou 
()] Movie ** "Al You Like II" (1938, Comady) 
Eliubeth Bergner, Laurence Ollvler. 
lJ!] Movie ** "Beallmalle(' (1982. Adven· 
ture) Marc Singer, Tanya Rober1s. 
2:00P.M. 
[2:] Movie **I> "Planet Earth" (1974. Sci· 
ence-f'IClion) John Saxon, Diana Mwdall'. 
Ill NCAA Baakatball 
[Z] StarakY And Hutch 
[!] NI-L Hockey 
WI Abbott And Coatello 
2:30P.M. 
[D Heppy Deya Again 
3.110 P.M. 
, I!] Maata,placa Theatre 
[Zl Movie ** "Fiots Of The White Lo1ua" 
(1982, Adventure) Wu Chia Hui, Lo Leih. 
[I) Movie **I> "The Illustrated Man" (1989. 
Science-Fiction) Rod Steiger, Claire Bloom 
3:30P.M. 
[2] P8A Bowling []] Ill Al McGuire Special: A Tribute To 
Ray Meyer 
Cl] Maaterpleca The1tre 
[BJ Bae! 01 Conaumer Report• 
4:00P.M. 
I]] lll8 College Baaketball 
00 The LawmaklN'II 
[I)PGAGolf 
cm ThoH Fabuloua Clowns 
-4:SOP.M. 
00 lnakll Story 
IE Emerprtaa 
6:00P.M. 
[I) Wida World Of Sports 
(!] Firing Line 
[I] Mlulon: lmpoaalble 
()]8uparaoccar 
11] Wreetllng 
l!!I Little Houaa On The Prairie 
cm Movie**~ "Annie" (1982, Musical) Alben 
Finney, Carol Burnell 
EVENING 
8:00P.M. 
[J][I]Nawa 
(!] The McLaughlin Group 
[I] Blue Knight 
()] International Edition 
[I) Racing From Aqueduct 
am Movie **I> "McQ" (1974, Mystery) John 
Wayne, Eddie Alber1. 
l!!I Star Trek 
6:30P.M. 
[]]Newa 
[l)NBCNewa 
(!] [I] Tony Brown'• Journal 
[I]CBSNewa 
til In Search Of ..• 
7:00P.M. 
[]]HHHaw 
[JJ The Jafferaona 
[!] lnalda Albeny 
[I]Feme 
[Z] Welcome Back, Kotter 
[I] The Lawmakers 
[I]Newa 
11D Danca Faver 
7:30P.M. 
I]] Three'• Company 
[!] [I] Agronaky And Company 
[I] All In The Femlly 
Ill Nine On New Jersey 
!DI Slakel & Ebert At Tha Movies 
l!!J tllO Coming Attraction• 
8:00P.M. 
[2]T.J.Hookar 
[JJ lll8 Dlfl'rent Strokes 
(!]Poldark 
[I)Whlzl<lda [Zl Movie*** "Dead Ringe(' (1964, Drama) 
Bette Davis, Ka~ Malden. 
[I] All CrNturaa Great And Small II 
11] Haw Jeraay People 
[)] Movie *** "The Shootist" (1976. Wes! 
em) John Wayne, Lauran Bacall. 
cm Movla **I> "Lovesick" (1983. Comedy) 
Dudley Moon,, Elizabelh McGovern. 
8:30P.M. 
rn o:m Sliver Spoona 
[!] NBA Baaketball 
[BJ Movie **I> '"Dusty'" (1981, Drema) 8111 
Kerr, Noel Trevar1hon. 
10:00A.M. 
(!] [I] Wooclwrtght'a Shop 
[51 Plaatlcman 
[Z] Seturday Morning 
til Wrestling 
Q:OOP.M. 
[]]LovaBoet 
7:00P.M. 
Cil Project Nina 
Cl) [ID The Jaf!IN'II0'1S 
(!] MacNall / Lehrer Newahour 
[II Entertelnmant T onlght 
[ZJM'A"S'H 
[I] BualnaA Report 
til Rowan & Martin'• Laugh-In 
l!m Wheel Of Fortune 
l!!I Movie **I> "Won Ot The Doser1" (1981, 
Drama) Anlhony Quinn, Oliver Reed. 
10:30A.M. 
[2] The Uttlae 
[JJ Alvin And The Chlpmunka 
(!] [I] All N-Thla Old Houae 
rn Cherlle Brown And Snoopy 
11m Underdog 
l!!I Three Stooges 
Cl) lll8 We Got ti Mada 
(!] Movie **** "A Hatful Of Rain" (1957. 
Drama) Don Murray, Eva Mario Saint. 
IE= *** "Waltz Of The Tornadors"' 
(1982, Comedy) Pete, S811era, Margaret Leigh· 
ton. 
9:30P.M. 
[II lll8 Mema'a Family 
3] Eth 
Dyl~ 
(!] Movlt 
(1967,Wet 
m N,varone" 
')ir1911 
llll!i"(1978, 
(Jrior. 
Suspense) 
Fry" (1979, 
1be Bumlng 
()mlopher 
1911, Drama) 
litSenon1a" 
12'.30P.M. 
m Sllkel & Ebert Al The Mcmea 
m IIIMMtlhe Pren 
I]] TaldnQ Advantage 
IID Movie *** ''Hollywood Or Bust" (1956, 
Comedy) Dean Martin, Jerry lewla. 
ID] Movie *** "BralnWaves" (1983, Sci-
ence-Fk:tlon) Ke~ Dullea, Suzanna Love. 
12:415 P.M. 
11] Movie *** ''The Time Machine" ( 1960, 
Science-Fiction) Rod Taylor, Yvette Mlmleux. 
1:00P.M. 
I]] All In The Family 
WlheWaltona 
[!] A Final Edition: Death Of A Newapa-
r£ NCM Balketball 
[I] Movie *** "Highly Dangerous" (1951, 
Adventure) Dane Clark. Marius Goring. 
[fl Movie *** "Four Feathers" (1977, 
Adventure) Beau Brldgee, Robert Powell. 
Ill 8peclal Treat 
1:30P.M. 
rn Golden Link 
[!] Newton'• Apple 
2:00P.M. 
l}]Supemare 
[IJ Ill College Balketball 
[!] Movie **!! "Reaching FOt' The Moon" 
(1931, Comedy) Douglas Falrbanka S,., Bing 
Crosby. 
ID] Johnny C.lh'a America 
2:30P.M. 
[I] Tha Wrttar'a World: E.L Doctorow 
AndTheAmerteanMyth 
IID Movie **ll "Little Miaa Mar1<er'' (1980, 
Comedy) Walter Matthau, Julie Andrews. 
2:46P.M. 
11] Movie *** "The Return Of The Pink 
Panther" (1975, Comedy) Peter Selleta, Clvlato-
phel Plummer. 
3.-00 P.M. 
l]]PGAGolf 
[I] With Babin And Banners 
[f]Vlalona0f'84 
3:30P.M. 
I]] Amateur Boxing 
[!I Golden Spin Figure Skating Compe-
tition 
ID] Movie *** "Evil Under The Sun" (1982, 
Mystery) Peter Ustinov, Jane Birkln. 
4:00P.M. 
[IJ 8portawortd 
[!J Doctor Who 
[I] Firing Line 
Ill Muelc City U.S.A. 
4:30P.M. 
I]] Wide World Of Sports 
Ill Auetln City Llmlta Encore IID Movie ***II "Bulr.tt" (1968, Drama) 
Steve McQueen, Robert Vaughn. 
5:00 P.M. 
[1]Fame 
[l]lnaldeStOIY 
[f]S.W.A.T. 
Ill Lorne Greene'• New Wlldemeaa 
5:30P.M. 
[!] Nature Of Thing• 
[I] lnalde Albany 
IIJ]Jack Van lmpe 
l'!!] Movie *** "Star Trek U: The Wrath Of 
Khan" (1982, Science-Fiction) William Shatner, 
Ricardo Montalban. 
8:00P.M. 
[IJ[IJl]]News 
11] Movie*** "A Fistful Of Dollars" (1967, 
Western) Clint Eastwood, Marlanr.e Koch. 
[I] Claulc Country 
II] Ha-11 Flve-0 
Ill Community Scooe 
8:30P.M. 
l]]ABCNewac:;J 
[IJ Ill NBC News 
[!] Bluegraaa Ramble 
[I]CBSNews 
7:00P.M. 
[I] !'l!Pley'a BeUeve II Or Not 
[D l!llJ Flret Camera 
[!] [I] Aulltln City Limits 
[IJISOMJnutea 
II]Swltch 
1ID 8oUd Gold 
7:30P.M. 
l'!!] Fraggle Rock 
8:00P.M. 
I]] Hardcaatle & McCormick 
[D Ill Knight Rider 
[!] [I] Nature 
[IJ Four Seaaona 
[I] Star Search 
[!] Straight Talk 
[JJ Movie *** "lnd1aeteet" (1958, Comedy) 
Cery Grant, Ingrid Bergman. 
ID] Movie *** ''The Man Wrth Two Brains" 
(1983, Comedy) Steve Martin, Kathleen Turner. 
8:30P.M. 
[I] Movie "Chariots Of Fire" (1981, Drema) 
Ben Crose, Ian Charteaon. 
9:00P.M. 
I]] Movie "My Mother's Secret Lile" (Premiere, 
Orama) Loni Anderson, Paul Sorvino. 
[D Im Movie "On Golden Pooo" ( 1981, Dre· 
ma) Katharine Hepburn, Henry Fonds. 
[!] [IJ Masterpiece Theetre 
[I] Men, Griffin 
II] N- Jeraey Report 
9:30P.M. 
[!] Meet The Mayore 
l'!!] Johnny Caah'a America 
10:00P.M. 
[!] The Palllaera 
[l][!]Newa 
ti] The C3olden Age Of Televlaton 
[JJ Independent Netwc>i* Newa 
10:SOP.M. 
[I] Sport• Extra 
II] tH. Hockey 
[lJ From The Editor's Deak 
11:00 P.M. 
[]][I]Newa 
[!J The T-Ronnlaa 
[I] Off The Set 
ti] The Different Drummer: Blacks In 
The Mlllta,y 
[JJ Odd Couple 
l'!!] Movie *** "BtainWavea" (1983, Sci-
ence-Fiction) Keir Dullea, Suzanna Love. 
11:15P.M. 
[])A8CNewa 
l=.nc1en1 Networtc News 
11:30 P.M. 
[]]Swlteh 
[!J FaJf And RIM Of Reginald Penin 
I]] Entertainment Thia Week 
11]Davld 8ualldnd 
[J]lhe Honeymooneni 
11:415 P.M. 
[DThe Jefleraona 
!Im Jim e.kkar 
MIDNIGHT 
[!I The Different Drummer. Blacks In 
TheMlllta!y 
ti] Salt Poisoning 
IID Star Trek 
12:15A.M. 
[]] The Rockton! Fllee 
12:25A.M. 
Im 'Movie * "Gas" (1981, Comedy) Donald 
Sutherland, Susan Anapac:11. 
12:30A.M. 
[I] Na,r Generation 
[IJFame 
1:00 A.M. 
[!] Twilight Zone 
t:30A.M. 
[I)Soap 
II] Movie *** "The Wicker Man" (1973, 
Myatery) Echrierd Woodward, Brill Ekland. 
[!] Independent Network Newa 
2:00 A.M. 
[I] CBS Newa Nlglrtwatch 
[!] WaH Street Joumal Report 
2:06A.M. 
ID] Movie *** "Evil Under The S<Jn" (1982, 
Mystery) Peter Ustinov, Jane Blrkln. 
2:30.A.M. 
[JJ Movie** "Atom Age Vampire" (1961, Hor-
101') Albert Lupo, SuaaMe Loret. 
3.-00.A.M. 
[fl Movie **II "C<>tvette K-226" (1943, 
Adventure) Randolph Scott, EDa Raine& 
8:00 P.M. 
tII I]] Ill Nan 
[!] 3-2· 1 Contact 
11] ThrM'• Company 
[I] Burn• And Allen 
II] Battleatar Galactlca 
[!])Alice 
8:30P.M. 
[I] ABC News c:;J 
tII Ill NBC Newa 
[!] Bllalneaa Report 
[IJCBSNewa 
11] One Day Al A Time 
[I] MacNell / Lehrer Newahour 
[!] Sanford And Son 
7:00P.M. 
I]] Ill Wheel Of Fortune 
tIJ IID The Jefferaona 
[!] MacNell / Lehrer Newahour 
I]] Entertainment Tonight 
[1]M 0 A 0 S 0 H 
II] Rowan & Martin'• Laugh-In 
7:30P.M. 
[]) P.M. Magazine 
tIJ Ill Famlly Feud 
l]]M"A"S 0 H 
11] AU In The Family 
[I] Bualneaa Report 
(I] Benny Hill 
[!]Nawa 
l'!!] Fraggte Rodi 
8:00P.M. 
I]] Movie "Arthur" (1981, Comedy) Dudley 
Moore, Liza Minelli. 
. tII Ill TV'• Bloopera 
[!] [I] Frontline 
I]] Scarecrow And Mra. King 
(Z] P .M. Magazine 
II]Newa 
[!]) Movie *** "Looking For Mr. Goodbar" 
(1977, Orama) Diane Keaton, Tuesday Weld. 
l'!!] No1 Neceaaarlly The News 
8:30P.M. 
rn Carol Burnett And Frtenda 
(I] Movie **II "The Vikings" (1958, Adven-
ture) Kirk Douglas, Janel Leigh. 
[Bl Movie ** "Playing For Tillie" (1980, Dre· 
ma) Venesse Redgrave, Jene Alexender. 
9:00P.M. 
[I] Ill Movie "Little House On The Prairie: The 
Last Farewell" (Premiere, Drama) Michael Len· 
don, Melisse Gilbert. 
[J] [IJ Great Per1onnances 
[I] AfterMASH 
rn Mer.r Griffin 
9:30P.M. 
[I]Nawhart 
1D:OOP.M. 
[I] The Barbara Weltere Special 
[I] Emerald Point, N.A.S. 
rnNewa 
1D:30P.M. 
!ID Independent Network Newa 
11:00P.M. 
oo rn rn Newa 
11]Taxl 
II] Top 40 Vldeoa 
1!m Independent Netwo/k News 
1ID Odd Couple 
l'!!] Movie **I! "The Amateur" (1982, Drama) 
John Savage, Christopher Plummer. 
11:30P.M. 
[}] XIV Winter Olymplca 
tIJ Ill Beat or careon 
I]] Hart To Hart 
[1] Thicke Of The Night 
[I] College Basketball 
[!] The Honeymoonera 
MIDNIGHT 
rn Col(IIQtl Basketball 
[J] rm Latenlght Amerlce 
[!] Star Trek 
12:30 A.M. 
[I] Late Night With David Letterman 
!Im Rowan & Martin's Laugh-In 
12:40A.M. 
[]]Columbo 
12:MA.M. 
[Bl Movie **l! "Used Cara" (1980, Comedy) 
Kurt Ruaaell, Jeck Warden. 
1:00A.M. 
rn Hogan'• Heroes 
!ID Twilight Zone 
1:30A.M. 
(Z] Rat Patrol 
[!]Newa [!]) Independent Network Newa 
2:00A.M. 
I]] C8S Newa Nlghtwatch 
[Z]RatPatrol 
r- .. -., 
, TUESDAY I 
8:00 P.M. 
rn rn III Newa 
[!J 3-2· 1 Contact 
[I] Three"• Company 
ti] Burne And ,tJten 
[fl Batttestar Galactlca 
[!])Alice 
l'!!] Movie ** "Liar's Moon" (1982, Drema) 
Matt Dillon, Cindy Fisher. 
8:30P.M. 
l}]A8CNewac:;J 
CJ] Ill NBC News 
[!JBuelneaaReport 
[IJCBSNewa 
11] One Day Al A Tlme 
[I] MacNell / Lehrer Nawahour 
1ID Sanford And Son 
7:00P.M. 
I}] Ill Wheel Of Fortune 
CIJ IID The Jefferaone 
[!J MacNell / Lehrer Newahour 
I]] Entertainment Tonight 
(Z]M'A 0 S 0 H 
II] R-n & Martm'a Laugh-In 
7:30P.M. 
C2]P.M. Magazine 
[D Ill Family Feud 
[IJM 0 A0 S 0 H 
(Z] AD In The Family 
[l]Bualnea8Report 
II] Benny till 
[J]Newa 
8:00P.M. 
I}] XIV Winter Ofymplca 
[IJ Im The A· Team 
[!J[l]Nova 
m The MlaalNJpp1 
(Z] P.M. Magazine 
[f]Nawa 
[JJ Movie **II "N'ighlkill" (1980, Suspense) 
Jaclyn Smith, Robert Mitchum. 
l'!!] Movie ** ''T.A.G - The Aaaeaalnatlon 
Game" (1982, Drama) Robert Carradine, Linde 
Hamll1on. 
8:30P.M. 
11] Carol Burnett And Friend• 
[fl NBA Basketball 
9:00 P.M. 
tII Ill Riptide 
[!] [I] Amertcan Playhouae 
I]] Movie ''The Sky's No L~~ .. (1983, Drema) 
Sharon Glass, Dee Wallace. 
m Merv Griffin 
9:30P.M. 
l'!!] Movie **II "Losin' H" (1982, Comedy) 
Tom Cruise, Jacki<, Eerte Haley. 
10:00P.M. 
tII Ill Remington Steele 
(Z]Newa 
[!]) Independent Network News 
1D:30P.M. 
[!] New Tech Timas 
[IJ Barnie Schuler At Home 
[!])Newa 
11:00P.M. 
[l] tIJ [I] News 
[!] Monty Python's Flylng Circus 
[l]Taxl 
[I] FaU And Rlae Of Reglnald Pemn 
[!] Top 40 Vldeoa 
[!ll)lndependent NelWof1< Newa 
IID Odd Couple 
11:SOP.M. 
I]] ABC Newa Nlghttlne 
[D Ill Tonight 
[!J [I] Latenlght America 
[IJMagnum, P.I. 
[I] Thk:l<e Of The Night 
II] Ha-11 Flve-0 
1ID The t1oneymoonera 
[gJ Pae Wae Hennen 
MlONlaHT 
[JJ Star Trek 
12:30A.M. 
I]] All In The Family 
[IJ Late Night WHh David Letterman 
[!J T';rillght Zone 
[!] Ethiopia Report: Our Children Are 
Dying 
l!llJ R-n & Martin'• Laugh-In 
12:35A.M. 
l'!!] Movie ** "Besatmasler" ( 1982, Adv<ln-
lure) Marc Singer, Tanya Roberta. 
12:40A.M. 
1:00A.M. 
t2] Mont Real People 
m Hogan'• Heroes 
!ID Twilight Zone 
11] Rat Patrol 
[!]News 
1:30A.M. 
IID Independent NetW0<1c Newa 
2:00.A.M. 
[I] CBS Hewe Nlghtwatch 
11] Movie ** II ''lha Underground Man" 
(1974, Adventiwe) Peter Gravea, Jack Klugman. 
[fl Joe Franklin 
ID)~ 
WEDNESDAY 
8:00 P.M. 
rn m III News 
[!J 3-2· 1 Contact 
m Three'• Company 
[I] Burne And Allen 
[!] Battlealer Galactlca 
[!])Alice 
l'!!] Movie *** "Evil Under The Sun" (1982, 
Mystery) PetBf Uslinov, Jane Blrkin 
8:30P.M. 
[l]ABCNewac:;J 
tII Ill NBC Newa 
[!] Buelneaa Report 
[IJCBSNan 
(Z] One Day At A Time 
[IJ MacNell / Lehrer Newahour 
1ID Sanford And Son 
7:00P.M. 
ffi Ill Wheal Of Fortune 
[IJ IID The Jefferaona 
[!J MacHell / Leh- Newahour 
[IJ Entertainment Tonight 
(Z]M"A'S'H 
II] R-n & Martin'• Laugh-In 
THE ITHACAN II 
7:30P.M. 
I]] P.M. Magazine 
[J] Ill Family Feud 
[I]M 0 A0 S 0 H 
[l] All In The Famlly 
[I] Bualneaa Report 
[!] Benny HIii 
[!]Newa 
B:00 P.M. 
[]]20 / 20 
tII Ill Real People 
[!] [I] National Geographic Special 
[I)Oo!M9tlcllfe 
11] P.M. Magazine 
II]Newa 
!ID Movie **** ''The Lale Show" (1977, 
Mya!ery) Ar1 Camey, Lily Tomlin. 
l'!!] Movie **I> "Daffy Duck's Movie. Fantaa-
tic laland" (1983, Comedy) Animated. V<>icea by 
Mel Blanc. 
8:30 P.M. 
l]]Emplre 
11] Carol Burnett And Friends 
II] NBA Balketball 
9:00P.M. 
I}] XIV Winter Olymplca 
[D lim The Facta Of Ufa 
[!] [I] A Walk Through The 20th Centu-
ry With BIU Moy.,. 
[I] Movie "A Good Sport" (Premiere, Drama) 
Ralph Watte, Loe Remick. 
CZ] Mer-. Griffin 
9:30 P.M. 
tII Ill Night Court 
[gJ Movie *** "The Man Wrth Two Brains" 
( 1983, Comedy) Sleva Martin, Kathleen T11'1181. 
10:00P.M. 
tIJ Ill St. Eluwhara 
, [!J [I] DuPont-Columbia Award& In 
Broldc:ut Journallam 
11]Newa 
IID Independent Ne1work Newa 
1D:30P.M. 
[!])Hewe 
11:00P.M. 
l}][Dl]]Newa 
11]Taxl 
II] Top 40 Videos 
!m lndepectdent Network Newa 
!ID Odd Couple 
l'!!] Movie **" "Fo<ced Vengeance" (1982, 
Adventure) Chuel< Noma, Mary Louiaa Welle<. 
11:30P.M. 
I]] XIV Winter Olymplca 
[IJ Ill Tonight 
[!J [IJ Latenlght America 
[IJ Polk:4t StOIY 
(Z]Thlcke Of The Night 
II] Hawaii Flve-0 
[JJ The Honeymoonera 
MIDNIGHT 
I]] ABC NeW9 Nlghtllne 
!ID Star Trek 
12:30A.M. 
I]] More Reel People 
tII Late Night With David Letterman 
[!J Twilight Zone 
II] To Be Announced 
[!ll) R-n & Martin'• Laugh-In 
12:36 A.M. 
Im Movie *** "BrslnWevea" (1983, Sci-
ence-Fiction) Keir Dullea, Suzanna Love. 
·-------------~ I Br~ ~is ad for I 
I FREE VIWIPAGNE I 
j_ 1~'!!!_~!-1_~~~~~!!!1.J 
'A';tTHACA INTERNAffONAL 1'.:1:~51 
AIRPORT RESTAURANT ~~,1;,r 
John Valby 
alias 
Dr. DIRTY 
* * * *9:00 p.m. February 17* * * * 
<lkhtvdl,,~~& 
1636 EAST SHORE DRIVE• RTE 34 
For Ticket Info. Contact; 
The North Forty 
or call 272-5969 
or 273-7091 
$5.00 In Advance 
$6.00 Day of Show 
'cash bar this night only 
'doors will close at full capacity 
so come early!! 
No reserved seating. Doors open at 8:30. 
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'"' 
Fa Ford Audltorli.n 
Music 
Na Nabenhauer Roan 
F eb/f.U!llty 3 
Faculty Recital - Chamber 
Works of Lukas Foss, 8:15 
pm (F) 
Febll.WVllf 4 
Wind Ensemble, 8:15 pm (F) 
Orchestra & Choral Ensem-
ble, 8:15 pm (F) 
F ebll.WVl!f 7 
Faculty Recital, Edward 
Swenson & Ramon Saivatore, 
8:15pm(F 
F eb/U11l/UJ 9 
Guest Pianist, S)ephen 
Zank, 8;15 pm (F 
F eb/!Ull/r.y I 0 
Ithaca Brass Quintet, 8:15 
pm, (N) 
lm 2·7 
90l2S-A.tco 
2 IIIIUJIIQStallES 3·8 
t.Jnd,:m,.,tt-Rolhng S.ones • • 
3LaeAIIC*STIDT 1-1S 
Whar'aNew-Asylum"" 
Theatre/Films 
Feb/U.Ul/ty 2 
The Haids, Arena Theatre 
Dillingham, 4 pm 
Feb!UUVl.y 3 
SAB Film, 48 Hours, 
Textor 102-;- - 9:30 p~, 
Admission Charged 
The Haids, Arena Theatre 
Dillingham, 8 pm 
F eb!UUVl.!J 4 
SAB Film, 48 Hours, 
Textor 102, 7 & 9:30 pm, 
Admission Charged 
SAB Film, 48 Hours, 
Textor 102, 7 & 9:30 pm, 
Admission Charged 
F eb/!Ull/r.y 8 
Women Direct Film Series 
"New Fl lms By Black 
Women", Textor 102, 7 pm 
Admission Free 
F eb/!Ull/r.y 9 
Comedy Showcase, Cross-
Roads/Buffer, 8 pm -
11 pm 
FeblUUIILy IO 
Comedian Night sponsored 
by SAB, Crossroads, 8 
pm 
SAB Film, Chariots of 
Fire, Textor 102, 7 & 
9:30 pm, Admission 
Charged 
Lectures/Seminars 
F ebtuJ.iVUJ 2 
Senior Orientation 
Session, Career Library, 
2 pm 
Febmy 3 
Career Seminar, 1:30 -
3 pm, Place TBA 
F ebtuJ.iVUJ 6 
Resume Workshop, DeHotte 
Room, 3 pm 
R.H. Hacy & Co. Presenta 
tion, Crossroads, 7:30 p 
Resume Critique, Career 
Planning, 3 - 4:30 pm 
F ebll.WVl!f 7 
Job Search Workshop, 
DeHotte Room, 4 pm 
Senior Orientation Ses-
sion, Career Library, 
1 pm 
Career Exploration Grau 
Job Room, 3:30 - 5 pm 
On-Campus Recruitment 
Workshop, DeHotte Room, 
10 am 
Recruiter: Vestal Lab. 
Career Planning 
Recuriter~ Hacy*s, 
Career Planning 
F ebtuJ.iVUJ 8 
Resume Critique, Career 
Planning, 5 - 7 pm 
Sigi Workshop, DeHotte 
Room, 3 pm 
Leadership Workshop, 
DeHotte Room, 5 pm 
·"-'"brrl •• ,ola."'• O'IC' 1bo• .. • a,.,,., pmcrt 
1h11 M1'i- ,,.,,. wa, .. d --~, ,ho., 111 po11not1 , • ., 
....,,, •JO t~ 1'-t,d ...... , 1,l/1 1/,, .. -,_., 4 
.....,,,001,h.it 
}9 NlllSIMOII 20·9 36 DIGl.lSHIIUT 
Hearts 6: Bones-WB Wha1ls8ea1-IRS 
20uc 23·5 3 7 'Oil aams 
Beauty Sub-Mercury Liuk Robben-0.puol" 
21 om oseDU111£ 17·6 38 DAVID IOWI£ 
lbri<attheMoon-]<1 Let'al>.ance-EMl 0 • 
6·7 22 IIUYIDCIL 25·5 39 IIOIOT PUIC1' 
Meetings 
FeblUlalL!f 2 
SAB Theatre Htg,, Job 
Room, 5 pm 
Liturgical Arts Guild 
. Fellowship, Chapel, 7:30 
pm 
Febll.lUVUJ 3 
Navigators Fellowship Htg. 
DeHotte Room, 7:30 pm 
F ebltU.all.!J 5 
Meditation Service, 
Ch ape 1, 8 am 
Febtr.Uillly 6 
SAB Travel Htg., Job 
Room, 8 pm 
Bible Talk, DeHotte Room, 
9 pm 
Fe.blUlalL!f 7 
Student Congress Htg., 
Union Dining Hall, 8 pm 
Faculty Council Htg., 
Board Room, 7:30 pm 
F ebtuJ.iVUJ 8 
Sociology Club Htg., Job 
Room, 7 pm 
FebtuJ.iVUJ 9 
Liturgical Arts Guild 
Fellowship, Chapel, 7:30 
pm 
F e.btr.lUVUJ 1 O 
Navigators Fellowship 
Htg., DeHotte Room, 7:30 
pm 
T 
r 
• 
·1 
41·5 
Sports 
Feb/!Ull/r.y 3 
IC Hen's JV Basketball 
vs. Cornell, 6 pm (H) 
IC Men's Varsity Basket-
ball vs. R.P.1., 8 pm 
(H) 
IC Hen's Varsity Basket-
ball vs. Hamilton, 7 pm 
(H) 
F eb/LJ.lll/ly 6 
IC Women's Varsity Basket 
ball vs. St. John Fisher, 
7 pm (H) 
Fe.btr.u.tVUJ 8 
IC Women's Varsity Gymna-
st i cs vs . Co me l l , 7: 30 
pm (H) 
Febtr.l.UVL!J 9 
All Star Wrestling, Ben 
Light Gym, 8 pm 
F ebtr.u.tVUJ 1 0 
Hen's Varsity Basket-
ball vs. Clarkson, 8 pm 
(H) 
Etcetera 
Febtr.u.My 3 
Last Day Pass/Fai I 
Semester Course 
F eb11.u.aJUJ ./ - 8 
Check-In for the 
Scavenger Hunt 
sponsored by the 
Strategic Fantasy 
Gaming Club, Egbert 
Union Lobby, 6 - 8 
pm 
F eb,'UUVl.11 6 
Interviewing for 
London Center 
begins, Office of 
International Pro-
grams, Muller 218 
Del ta Psi Kappa 
Rush Date 
F e.b,~u.a, 'UJ 9 
Introduction to 
I.C. London Center, 
De Hot te Room, 7: 30 
- 8:30 pm 
Answers to last week's quiz on 
Geography. 
I. The Parthenon is located on 
the Acropolis. 
2. Promontory Point is the sit 
north of Salt Lake City, Utah. 
where the Union Pacific and 
Central Pacific Railroads were 
linked in 1869. 
3. cape Horn is at the tip of 
South America. 
J2·14 V 4. Fortymile Creek is where gold was discovered in Alaska in 1886. 
J9·J7 
43·24 
• 
s. Jane Adams· Hull House is 
located in Chicago. 
4 UANDUUM 
SeYa> and the Raged Tiger Rd>elYeU-Oiry,.,lu Principle olMomen11-A.tlannc• 
I 6. The Swimming Hall of Fame is located in Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida. -Capitol 2 3 TIE DOOIIS 21-10 
5 CUI.TUii[ CUii 8·11 Aliwe, She Cried-Elektra 
Colour8y Numhen-Ep1c•• 24 ADAIIAlfT 27·6 
6112 7·7 Scrip-Epic 
Under a Blood~ Si<y- bland 25mm 19·8 
7 ,.PCIUC[ 4·28 Soundirad<-Columh12 
Synd,ronicity- M<M • • 26 TAUUIU[ADS 24·29 
8CIJl[SIS 15·B Speaking in Tongues-_S11T• 
Cxna.ia-Arbnuc • • 2 7 IUY l1WlS I, H·ll 
9 -DYLAN 5·10 TIE.WS lnfidels-Columb12 Ss-ta-Chry,ah, 
10 IIIGCOUN111Y 11· 17 28SfUDAIJIAU£T .ll!-14 
TheCroaing-l'olydor True-Ch~u 
11 IIUYJOO. 13·21 29 DU LEPPUII 26·49 
An lnnocffll Man-Columb,a •• Pyn,mania-Mffcury• • 
12 IJOIBIIICIII[ 9·10 30 NT IPIATU 30·U 
Can't Slow Down-Mowwn·. Liwe from Earth-0.~u •• 
13111C11All.lACIISOII UM6 31 TIii lltOUlf11CS 35·5 
1liriller-Epc: •• In Heat-Nomp<ro< 
14 IIQQIU 12·10 32 M: lUffllllllCS H·31 
Soundnd<-Mowwn· 5-et Drums~ Made olTius 
15 UU.&ClfflS M·IO -RCA• 
Rodi A: Soul, Pt. I-RCA•• 33 fWIIDlNC[ 29•J6 
16 ... llcCUIIE 16·10 Soundtraclt-~t.nc.•. 
...-.. ~-Calumbu 3 4 1111111 c:auw 34·11 17 ..,._ 18·21 MOIMAP 
Mdal Huhh-PasholCBS·· Uh-Huh-R=•• 
18 DnlP 22·38 351 J6·12 
Elilaiulor-WB•• Mott Fun in the New 1M>rld-Ekk1ro 
40 mis cosmu, «>·22 
Puna, the Clod<-Columb,a 
41 UMCI S1·4 
Labourollow-VirgwA&M 
4 2 1181 Wl11IIIIIT MTS 38·21 
Rhydun cl Youth-MCA• 
43 llllFIXl 42·29 
lie.ad, thrJ!ea:h-MCA •• 
4 4 111[ IIOCIOY llW 45·17 
The Praent-Threshold 
45 fflW:IIICIIS 37·27 
The Wild Heart-Moa.m•• 
46 11!11 IT WOIIII 44·36 
Cargo-Colurnb12 • • 
4 7 P£'IDI SCllllUIIG TI 
Eno.. in the s,_.,.-Eldctn 
48 UCISOIIIIVWlll 47·22 
l.-,a,inl..ooe-Eldctr.1• 
49.,..ma 49·16 
F.-.-Thanthe Speed cl Night 
-Calumbu·· 
50 GUIUl'UIIIII 50·20 
llieRe.aJMacaw-Ansu 
a 
by Stephen Tropiano 
TOPIC: Television Cartoons 
I. What is the name of the Jet:· 
sons· pet dog? 
2. Who is Fred Flintstone·s 
boss? 
3. Who is Mr. Magoo's Chinese 
cook? 
4. What kind of animal is 
Beanie's friend Cecil? 
s. What is Popeye's friend J. 
Wellington Wimpy always 
munching on? 
6. Who is the fastest mouse in 
all of Mexico? 
7. Who is the arch-enemy of 
Dudley Do-Right? 1 
8. What high school does Ar-
chie Andrews attend? 
9. What is the name of Casper 
the Friendly Ghost's horse 
friend? 
IO. In Peanuts, what is Linus 
and Lucy's last name? 
7. Forbes Field is located in 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
8. Brigadoon is a mythical town 
located in Scotland. 
9. The capital of Australia is 
canberra. 
IO. The nine different rooms on 
a CLUE game board: Ball 
Room, Billard Room, Conser-
vatory, Dining Room, Hall, Kit-
chen, Library, Lounge, Study. 
Personals! Don't forget 
Valentine's Day. Drop 
your personals in the 
Ithacan Box By Check 
Cashing. Accepting 2/ 6 -
2/13 (until 5:00 pm). 
Next Week: Watch for ex-
clusive interview with 
Steve (Scooter) Sinclair, 
February 2, 19114 
HU: IHIAC/\N 13 
Streep Radiates education from pg. 5 the teacher over the students. 
he writes. Even in the face of 
such resistance, however. 
Armstrong encourages his col-
leagues to join him in research 
into methods that increase the 
responsibility of students. 
by Colin MacManus 
If you like playing with fire 
you'll end up getting burned. 
This statement just about 
sums up the life and death of 
Karen Silkwood. the swinging 
Oklahoma red-headed liberal 
brilliantly played by Meryl 
Strcep. 
Karen Silk wood was an 
employee at Kerr McGee--a 
plutonium processing plant 
situated in the outskirts of 
Oklahoma City. In the movie 
she's divorced with three kids 
whom are under their father's 
c-ustody. She lives with her 
lover/boyfriend Kurt Russel. 
Walt Disney's wonder l>oy. 
Streep is flawless throughout 
tile entire flick. I especially en-
J• ,ye<! 1lw part whert" she asks 
o siewardess hm, mul'l1 ;wr 
nwc1l will c·os1 whill' on a lhght 
10 Washington u.c. She h,h ,in 
uncanny ability to act cute and 
sincere at the san11 11me. 
As for Cher. I CJ.1't say ,, .. 1ch 
except that she seems a 1111 out 
of place in this movie. At least 
she was well made-up. The 
move from glamorous, enticing 
wardrobes to baggy jeans and 
an Army Surplus I-shirt just 
doesn't seem to become her. 
I guess when you get bored of 
the same old song and dann· 
routine ... 
Remind me never to play 
around with plutonium. thclt 
stuffs bad--rcal bad. One 
would think Streep would quit 
aftPr her •,r._, n• 11 
Unfortunately Karen 
Silkwood was a nosey sort 
who just couldn't keep ht>r 
eyes and ears a\\';n· lro11, .. " 
ncJt1j.illl\' wrcml!clrnngs . " 1 "I 
tain employee~ at Kerr ~tl'(,c1·. 
Stwep gets invol\cd in som<· 
union committee bent on ex-
posing the plant's cover-ups. 
Her fellow workers become 
annoyed at her snooping and 
begin to alienate her. 
Somewhere along the line so-
meone sees fit to intentionally 
contaminate her, perhaps to 
teach her a deadly lesson. Un-
fortunately. for the accomplice, 
tlu-. oloy does not work. 
1 :,,. subtle death scene at 
thr end leaves that big ques-
tion mark in your head as to 
who and what was behind 
Karen Silkwood's suspicious 
car accident. 
Throughout the movie one 1s 
constantly reminded of death 
and disease. Almost every 
scene with Streep and Russel 
has them lighting up or puffing 
heavily on cigarettes. In one 
SC"enc Cher's lesbian 
friend/makeup artist goes to 
Don't Miss Te~rms of 
Endearment 
by Gretchen L. Wass 
Terms of Endearment is a 
star movie of the eighties. Here 
1s a film which doesn't rely on 
flashy special effects, stupen-
dous scenery, costly war-
drobes, or graphic sex and 
violence to make it a smash. 
Like a spider drawing an insect 
into its' web, you too will be 
drawn into and caught by the 
powerful emotions of this film. 
Shirley Mclaine plays a 
widowed mother trying to be 
a model of respectability to her 
zany daughter. played by the 
bubbly Debra Winger. Their 
rollercoaster relationship of 
loving and fighting stretches 
through the entire movie. 
Winger's marriage to a wim-
py, dull student infuriates 
Mother Mclaine, who refuses 
10 go to the wedding. The first 
day of her honeymoon. Winger 
spends bawling hysterically 
until she makes up with her 
mother. 
The scenes shift as Mother 
and daughter are separated. 
Winger becomes the bathrob-
ed housewife. always preg-
nant, and McLaine experiences 
a middle-aged love affair. 
Enter Jack Nicholson. a 
balding, paunchy, ex-astronaut 
trying to pick up twenty-year 
old chicks in his sports car. The 
tough exterior of Mother 
Mclaine begins to melt. After 
a carefully schemed seduction, 
she calls up her daughter in the 
morning. 
"The astronaut ... he's here. 
In my bed ... with mel" she 
whispers. As Mclaine 
becomes a young girl in love 
again. Winger becomes a 
mother of bratty children with 
an unfaithful husband. 
Mother and daughter always 
remain touchingly close. This 
movie will make you laugh so 
hard you'll cry, and cry so hard 
that you can't see the screen. 
What may seem like a sim-
ple story of the bond between 
a mother and daughter is ac-
tually much more complex. 
Skillfully written into the 
dialogue arise real problem~ 
our society faces: The fears of 
cancer and dying, the 
breakdown of a marriage, the 
effects of parents· fighting on 
their children, the hardships of 
being just a mother, not a 
career woman in the eighties, 
and-the middle-aged loneliness 
of single parents. 
However this movie affects 
you, it will be memorable. 
Superb acting and an emo-
tional and insightful script 
'1elped to make this the 
number one movie of the year 
by the New York Globe Critics. 
PutTermsofEndeannenton 
vour oriority list with a star. 
9 Piece DANCE/FUNK 
--
at the 
RONGOVIAN EMBASSY 
9:00 P.M. 
Your exclusive Atlas Linen Co. 
Agent 
in Trumansburg 
S0NDA Y FEBRUARY 5TH 
-- Ithaca Area Marc Albert 272-5969 
,:.:. David M Rezak and As.soc101es 
Su1le 316 Wds.on Bu11d1ng 
306 s Sahna S1roe1 Ii.: svrocuse.NewY01k 13202-1680 
work on her face making her 
look more like a ghost than the 
dark-skinned. brown-eyed 
show singer we are all ac-
customed to. 
Director Mike Nichols has 
done justice to this sad but true 
story by handling his actors in 
a serious fashion. The only ma-
Jor problem with 1he film wa~ 
a slightly muddled sound track: 
I had difficulty picking up somr 
of the dialogue. 
Getting "cookt'd" i-. not 
something I'd like to ha\·t· help· 
pen to me. This is lh<· 1argon 
term used by nuke person11el 
for getting a dose of radiauon. 
If there is a strong case to be 
made against nukes. this 
movie says it all. If I want to 
get burned I think I'll stick to 
matches! 
"The potential benefits to 
learners are substantial, and 
the research is easily replicable 
and inexpensive." he writes. 
"Perhaps after further research 
we may condude that learner 
responsibility is less effective 
than more traditional methods. 
or that it is relevant only to cer-
tain topics or programs or 
schools,"he adds. 
"Institutions should reward 
experimentation on learner-
responsible systems. Some in-
stitutions have done this. 
especially in undergraduate 
education at liberal arts col-
leges. but ii is rare indeed in 
management education," he 
concludes. 
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Ithaca College 
Tl02 
Fri, Sat and Sun - 7:00 and 9:30 
48 Hours 
Ithaca Theatre 
Fri and Sat 7:00, 9:30 
Sunday s:oo 
Fanny & Alexander 
State Theatre 
Fri, Sat 7:15, 9:45 
Silkwood 
Sun 7:00, 9:30 
Return of the Jedi 
Tripbammer Theatre 
Fri and Sat 7:15, 9:15 
Hot Dog 
Pyramid Mall 
Fri and Sat 
1. Two of a Kind -7:00, 9:15 
2. Gorky Park -6:45, 9:45 
J. The Big Chill - 6:45, 9:45 
4. Terms of Endearment . 6:30, 9:30 
(1\a" return 
'/OU 1 S 
NE'IJ soOK . 
d tor this 
{purchase unti\ MON-
semeste~sRUA.RY 6. 
OA 'I, f . required, 
A receipt ,s dai\'J, wi\\ 
d the hours, 4 p .tJ\. an 9 tt,..tJ\. to be trom 
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Laugh at the Situation 
by Stephen Tropiano 
You return to your apartment 
after work. As you enter the 
front door. there is a round of 
applause. Your wife comes out 
from the kitchen to greet you 
with a kiss and a question: 
"How was your day?" Your 
reply fills the room with shrieks 
of laughter from a recorded au-
dience. Then you make an an-
- nounccrnent: the boss is corn-
ing to dinner in five minutes. 
The Mrs. goes into a state of 
frenzy as the audience howls 
with delight. 
If real life could only resem-
ble a situation comedy. Not life 
in its entirety, but rather a small 
portion of each day. What fun 
it would bet The hijinks! The 
laughs! For one half hour a 
day. you could be as schem-
ing as Lucy Ricardo or as opi-
nionated as Archie Bunker. 
You could become involved in 
the most outrageous of situa-
tions. surround yourself with 
wacky neighbors and meddl-
ing in-laws. and always say the 
right thing at thc right time. Of 
course there would br plenty 
of chuckles and guffaws from 
the laugh track to ensure that 
every line you utler will be as 
funny as the nt'xt. Problems 
and misunderstandings could 
be solved in thirty minutes 
time and. best of all. there 
would be no doubt all along 
that each episode would be 
resolved with a happy ending. 
So say farewell to life's dull 
routine. Now you have 
something to look forward to 
as you spend each morning 
waiting for the fun to begin. 
Maybe your husband/wife will 
arrive at your office dressed as 
a giant chicken. Or perhaps 
your sister mistakes your boss, 
Mr. Tudwall. for her blind date. 
Then there's your nosey maid 
Hilda, who thinks you·rr hav-
ing an affair when she 
overhears you talking to your 
favorite niece or nephew on 
the phone. What a 
misunderstanding! If you're 
playing the dizzy wife, you can 
get your head stuck in a 
priceless vase. that must be on 
display at an art auction in five 
minutes. Dad can get into the 
act by putting too much 
detergent in the washing 
machine. Can't you just hear 
that roar of laughter as the suds 
cover the walls and floor? The 
chaos continues as your 
mischievious little Joey tries to 
use the vacuum to clean up the 
suds, but accidentally puts the 
machine in reverse. The suds 
fill the room! The audience is 
in tears! Real life was never 
this funr 
But who are the people that 
will make this all come true? 
They're all sorts of lovable and 
laughable types for you and 
your family to choose from. If 
you're a single woman making 
it on your own. perhaps you 
will work in an office for a 
short-tempered boss with a 
heart of gold or a sex-crazed 
secretary who's after your job. 
At home, there's your man-
hungry neighbor to give you 
advice and a bigoted landlord 
to befriend and offend yotL 
Families can be just as fun if 
you're a sensible mom with 
magical powers or an 
understanding dad who 
spends most of his time in the 
barn with his talking horse. 
And don't forget the kids--
those cute and cuddly sharp-
tounged little youngsters who 
always say the damdest 
things. There's a variety of 
characters at your disposal. all 
of which arc guaranteed an oc-
casional storyline and at least 
one laugh during each episode. 
And the laughs will be 
endless. The dialogue will con-
sist of ethnic slurs. 
malapropisms. and reoccuring 
lines or running jokes that 
spark applause every time. No 
need to think about what's be-
ing said. You've heard it all 
before and you'll hear it all 
again, so your responses will 
seem as natural as your every-
day conversations. When you 
want a change of pace, there 
• (;r .. a! Pncn, ()1wl11,. 
t & ~d,·cuon • 10",, Off (;f~0-1./'/ L', 
• Bnn1(i11 ih1., ad-(;,·r o fn·c 
!rtnl s1~1" f>uck of f>l<1nr food 
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PLANTATION 
·----------------------------· : GRAND OPENING SALE I 
I Visit Our New Downtown Location 1 
: MAKE A PERMANENT GIFT OF LOVE... : 
I 
· MYSTERIOUS HOLOGRAM PORTA/TS & JEWELRY I 
I 
· ELEGANT EUROPEAN CRYSTAL OBJECTS D'ART I 
. ROMANTIC STAINED-GLASS NIGHTLIGHTS I 
I IN THE CORNER WITH NIPPENOSE & ISADORA I 
I DEWITT MALL 273-1187 I 
I I I "TM E J,.O !Ul{ u IHIT { 1: .\Lil ,Ell~ rrv" : 
: **IS% OFF SILVER 1-IOLOGH.AMS* * I 
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·-----------------------------
are several devices you can semm virtually non-existent if 
use. How about a pie-in-the- you direct your attention 
face or a spray from the old towards life's little 
seltzer bottle? A sudden case misunderstandings. Imagine 
of amnesia or a special guest your parent's reaction when 
appearance from your college your girlfriend puts moth balls 
roommate who you haven't in the stew. Or the chaos that 
seen in years could do the would occur when you ac-
trick. If you should happen to cidentally send flowers to the 
be tired one day or just not in married woman down the hall. 
the mood, you can simply Real life could never be this 
recreate one of your favorite funny! 
escapades. After all, reruns are 
guaranteed laughs no matter 
how many times they are 
shown. 
It would be laughs. laughs. 
laughs a half hour each day if 
you could step into the world 
of the situation comedy. There 
you would encounter the 
craziest of characters and the 
most ridiculous of situations. 
Taxes, death and war will 
r\ 
CJo qtftaca CWitftiLove 
V 
Remember your valentine 
with a hand-delivered box 
of cookies or beautifully 
decorated cake. 
Phone TODAY or send 
your order in with this ad. 
Please deliver to ___________ _ 
School Address· __________ _ 
- --- -- --- --
- ------ ---
-----
Cake(s): 
Cake Flavor Icing Flavor Type 
I'. Vanilla r·s Vanilla I; Regular·SIO 50 
L, Chocolate [_;Chocolate . · Large·Sl2 5o 
I l Marble ! : Maple c, Party S1ze-S 14 " 
• 
1 Candles-SI 00 
Delivery Datejs): __________ _ 
Cake Inscription. __________ _ 
Cookie Box(es): s1.so each 
D Chocolate O Oatmeal 
Chip Choe. Chip 
D Fruit Bar D Walnut Bar 
D English D Chocolate 
· Raisin Nut 
D Sugar D Chocolate 
Sprinkle Swirl 
D Half & Half 
(check 
2 types) 
D Check enclosed, pdyable lo To Ithaca With Love. 
Order Placed by:_-c:----------
Address: _____________ _ 
Phone: ______________ _ 
4il College Avenue 
Ithaca, New York 14850 
1607) 272-6633 
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ITHACAN SPORTS 
Ithaca Wrestlers Host 
World Wrestling Card 
by Lloyd Sarro 
On Thursday, February 9 the 
nationally ranked Ithaca Col-
lege Men's wrestling team will 
host a World Wrestling Federa-
tion card. The event will take 
place in the Ben Light Gym-
nasium beginning at 8:00 pm. 
The evening's entertainment 
is being presented by the I.C. 
wrestling team as a fund-raiser. 
All proceeds from the event 
will be used to help send the 
Bombers to Deland. Florida to 
parlicipate in next season's 
Sunshine Open. 
Bob "Tiny" Marella, a former 
All-American wrestler from 
Ithaca College, brought the 
shot to I.C. with the help of 
coach John Murray. l\larella, a 
1959 graduate of LC .. who is 
known to wrestling fans as 
Gorilla Monsoon is now a pro-
motor for the Capital Wrestling 
Corporation. 
ANDRE THE GIANT 
The main cvem of the even-
ing will be a six-man tag team 
match featuring Andre the 
Giant. The 7'4" 450 lb. giant 
who came to America from 
France at the age of 14 to begin 
his wrestling career is now the 
Jackson Injured As 
Bombers Split Pair 
by Ivan Gottesfeld 
Adversity is synonomous 
with misfortune. For the past 
1wo years the Ithaca Bomber 
Basketball team has turned 
adversity into championships. 
In 1982 6'-11" Mickey Herzing 
was lost for the season with a 
h,md injury, yet the Bombers 
won the I.C.A.C. championship 
c1nd an automatic N.C.A.A. bid. 
Last year Todd Hart, Ithaca's 
c1II time player, was lost late in 
the season with a knee injury. 
But once again Head Coach 
rom Baker rallied his team to 
d second consecutive title and 
:-.:.c.A.A. ,appearence. 
This past weekend at 
Clarkson College in Potsdam 
:-.:.Y .. the Bombers suffered 
1heir third mishap in as many 
years. Early in the first half of 
lhc Bombers 65-51 victory. 
junior guard Tony Jackson suf-
fered a broken left foot, and 
will be lost to the team for at 
least a month. 
Jackson, a transfer from can-
ton ATC, had been "Mr. Ac-
tion" for the Bombers through 
the first half of the season. He 
led the team in scoring with a 
,2,9 average. But more impor-
tantly provided a spark that 
most fans thought was lost 
with the graduation of HC"rzing, 
Hart. and .Jamie Frank. 
"It's very disappointing," 
sdid a dejected Jackson. 
.. Hopefully I can return for the 
playoffs. bul for now I must be 
an inspiration and a 
cheerleader." 
Jackson led the cheers on 
Saturday night. as the Bombers 
went for a sweep of the north 
country against 1.C.A.C. foe St. 
Lawrence. The cheers 
however were to no avail as 
the saints overcame Ithaca 
68-66 in overtime. behind 43 
points from their center Blaine 
Harris. 
"We knew we'd have to stop 
him." said Baker retering to 
Harris. "He's the premiere big 
man m the league. But tonight 
there was just no way. we had 
some key players in foul trou-
ble and we missed some big 
shots and free throws." 
The toss dropped the 
Bombers into second place in 
the I.C.A.C. conference, and 
put them in a familiar "must 
win" situation this past Tues-
day night against Alfred at the 
Ben Light gym. 
Playing as if there was no 
tomorrow. IhC" Bombers 
jumped out to a 16-4 lead 
against the Saxons and never 
looked back. They shot over 
60 percent from the floor on 
their way to an 82-51 blow oul. 
"We showed alot of com-
posure and ran our fast break 
10 perfection." saic1 an elated 
Coach Baker, "The most im-
portant thing though was 1ha1 
we were hilling our shots." 
Hilting most effenively for 
the Bombers were freshman 
Andy Vye (18 points) and 
sophomore Marc Carver (12 
points). Carver who was mov-
ed to the off guard spot con-
nected on 7 of 9 field goals for 
a season high point total. 
"I playe~ more minutes 
tonight and therefore got more 
shois," said Carver. "I'm used 
to playing the off guard spot 
because I played there most of 
last season." 
The victory over Alfred 
moves the Bombers into a firs! 
place tie in the conference with 
R.P.I., and sets up a 
showdown with the Engineers 
this Friday night at the Ben 
Light Gym. (8 pm ICB-FM) 
It will be a busy weekend for 
see page 18 
largest-paid and best-known 
professional wrestler. Joining 
Andre the Giant to form one 
team will be Tony Atlas and 
the speedy Rocky Johnson. In-
tercontinental Wrestling Cham-
pion "Magnificent" Don 
Muraco will oppose the mo 
along with Tiger Chung Lee 
and Mister Fuji. 
Also on the card will be a 
match between the Iron Sheik. 
the World Wrestling Federation 
champion. and Brian Blair. 
In 011lcr matches l\'an 
"Polish l'ower" Putski faces 
Sgt. Slaughter, Tony Garca 
tackles the Masked Superstar, 
and Eddie Gilbert takes on Tito 
san1am1. 
Coach Murray 1s expecting a 
sellout and advises early ticket 
purchases. Tickets arC' 
available a1 Cullen's, Kline's, 
Sam Gould's, and Egbert 
Union. Reserved ringside seats 
arc S8 and general admission 
tickets are S6. 
Freshmen Runners 
A Pleasant Surprise 
by David Raskin 
The freshman class sparkled 
for the· llhaca College men·s 
track team this pas! Saturday 
c11 the Cortland Invitational 
track met·t. Pleasently ~urpris-
ing 1wrforrnances by many of 
the first year men kepi 1he 
Bombers in the lead 
throughout most of the nw1·1. 
but they fmishecl with Ihm! 
pla('e honors behind Cortland 
an<I IC.\C competitor :\lfw<I 
L:ni\'ers11y. :\ll>any State an<I 
Binghamton Stale rounded out 
rhc five team field. 
.\fin lhi!'>, IIW S('C'Ond of t•1ghl 
mdoor meets this sc<1so11. 
Bomlwr hca<I ni.Kh Mil--e Don· 
nally ~aid. "For an early 
sea~on mt·<·I. rm plea~ed. \\'<· 
got a lol of good perforn1<1n< e!'> 
1h,1t will g<·t l>cllcr with more 
training.·· 
Donnally has good n·.i!'>on 10 
lw pl<'clSt~d: the ~print new. 
which looked to need work .11 
the sca~on·s twginning. looked 
,·t·ry ~lrong 111 Cor1lc111<l. 
,. 
-
The ln1ured Tony Jackson 
Provides Jnspirarion 
Frt'shman Carlo~ .\drian won 
lhe final of th<· 55 meter <la~h 
w11h a 6.6. and his frt'shrnan 
rnun1crpar1 Jeff Imrie finished 
third with a 6.7. Adriarl's time 
was good enough 10 qualify 
him for the New York Stale 
Track and Field Champion-
ships. lmrie's time of 6.4 in hi~ 
t1rs1 heat. 1101 only qualified 
him for the Slates, but 11 set 
1>01h Bomtwr and Ficlcl Jlous<· 
rc·<·orcb. 
In the ss meter l1igh t1urdl<· 
final~. Warren Mot·milc. 
another freshmc1n. pla('cd ~t·· 
rnrnl sporting a 11mc of 8.0 
whl('h t·nal>I<·~ him 10 run in lhc 
S1a11·~ c1lso. 
.\~ if lhr<·<· plt·,t~ing fr<'~hrn<1n 
pcrl<>rm<1n<'<'S were 1101 
<·nough ror rnarh Donn.illy. he 
got three more in the two run-
ning~ of the 4 by 400 meter 
r<'lay. In the first. Tracy (ir<·<·n 
<11HI Chc1rlic !'opt· turned in 
goo<! ~pliI!'> or s:u ,rnd s:i.8. 
w~peCII\TI\'. Thi~ W,IS lollO\\ · 
see frosh 
I 
lfi THI'. ITHM:AN 
;, I 
(· 
C' 
Record Now 11-1 
Wrestlers Win 
Three in a Row 
by Lloyd Sarro 
The Ithaca College wrestling 
team recorded three more vic-
tories last week to lift its overall 
dual meet record to 11-1. on 
Wednesday the Bombers 
traveled to Buffalo to take on 
the Bulls of Buffalo University. 
The final score was Ithaca 29. 
Buffalo 14. 
Standouts for the Bombers 
were David Kittay at 177 and 
Jim Zimmerman at 
heavyweight. Both IC wrestlers 
pinned their opponents: Kittay 
at 2:36 of the first period and 
Zimmerman at 2:59 of the first. 
Also recording victories for 
the Bombers were Bob 
Panariello (118 lbs.). Bart Mor-
row (134 lbs.). Glen Cogswell 
(126 lbs.), and Chris Ledyard 
(158 lbs.). 
Coach John Murray has oeen 
very pleased with his teams 
output. "This is the best team 
I've ever had." said Murray 
"and we'll even be better next 
year." 
Murray claims that if next 
season the Bombers have a 
good recruiting year they will 
dcfinately be in contention for 
the Division Ill national 
championship. 
SUMMER IN VERMONI' 
Pum & ~ Clllllpl lleelc 
~ <:00~ envlrollmelltalilu, 
uacbcn. aeton. outdoon people to 
wort with children. 
lalk 1111th RJdga Sattstwatta, 
Eucuttve Dlr9d0r 
at Ille 
Office of c.... Plannlng 
Fct,nwy 9_ 
9:00 AM to 12:00 DOOP. 
Local con...ct: Jan Klotz, 
Dept. of Finandat Aid 
or 
NIIIICII Dudak, 
Office of Cmcm 1.1\annlng 
·--------· A CAREER IN COLOR 
Learn color analysis 
through BEAUTY FOR ALL 
SEASONS Call Mary 
McCullough 257-6086 after 
8:00p.m. 
To schedule an Interview. 
---------SENIORS 
TURBACK'S OF 
ITHACA is now accep-
ting reservations for 
Ithaca College gradua-
tion weekend. Requests 
should be made in 
writing, indicating date, 
time of arrival, and 
number of persons in 
party. Write to: 
TURBACK'S OF ITHACA 
919 Elmira Rd, 
lthaca,NY 14850. 
·--------WANTED: Creative, 
This past Saturday the 
Bombers play-cd hosr ro both 
H.I.T. and R.P.l. IC won both 
matches beating HIT by the 
score of 49·6 and sweeping 
RPI 58·0. 
Highlighting the HIT match 
for the Bombers were 
Panariello. Kittay, Zimmerman 
and Paul Liddell (167 lbs.). All 
four Bomber wrestlers record-
ed pins on their opponents. 
Other point scores for IC were 
Larry Colagiovanni at 158 
pounds and Bill Condon at 190 
pounds. 
In the RPI match. Sal Imbim-
bo (167 lbs.) highlighted Ithaca's 
rout with a pin over Warren 
Mergs at 2:47. Also winning for 
the Bombers were Cogswell 
and. Morrow. Both wrestlers 
decisioned their opponents by 
the scores of 20-6 and 31-6. 
respectively. 
With just two matches re-
mainin before the ICAC's the 
Dan Rosenblall in complete control 
Bombers are very confident. 
"We can win the ICAC's" said 
Murray, "but it all depends on 
how we wrestle on that given 
day." 
St. Lawrence, Ithaca's ICAC 
foes. are the only team that 
have defeated the Bombers in 
dual meet competition this 
season. Coach Murray feels 
that his wrestlers were not 
ready for the St. Lawrence 
match and they simply had a 
bad day. 
If the Bombers win the 
ICAC's Murray feels his team 
will show well in the Division 
Ill rankings. "Definately among 
the top ten. possibly among 
the top five." Murray stated. 
Last night the IC Grapplers 
played host to the ~efending 
Division Ill national champions. 
Brockport State. Ithaca is cur-
rently ranked sixth in the nation 
among Division Ill teams. while 
Brockport is seventh. Follow-
ing the Brockport State match 
Ithaca will travel to Cornell on 
Saturday to compete with l)ivi-
sion I Cornell and Brown. 
. . 
< 0 
energetic individual to 
work consistently 2-4 
hours per week, placing 
and filling posters on 
campus, Earn $500 or 
more each school year, 
1-800-243-6679. 
For a 20· ,c 2e· lull-color poster ol nus ad aend 16 00 cneck or mono-; order 0ayable loAnhou,or-Busth Inc DePI 12·0. Ono Busch Place, SI Louis t.4063118 ~llow 4-6weeks 
OHer expires December 31 1984 Vo)(! where proh1b11Cd OlJ°"'tlS(R I • ••NU QI 0((115• • TM•SDuOS •OR TOU ........ M(U~lR DUSCH I""' . ST lOUIS 
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ALL-AMERICANS FROSH from page 15 ed by Chris Krantz's 54.3 split 
in the second relay. 
by David Martin 
Three Ithaca College Bomber Field Hockey players have been 
named to the New York State Division III All-Star Team. 
Receiving honors were Clare Lamont. Heather Doyle. and Barb 
Wachowiak. These three players were also named to the 1983 
College Field Hockey Association Division III All-American Team 
along with goaltender Karen Howarth, also from 1.c .. 
Barb Wachowiak was Ithaca's leading goal scorer and second-
leading overall scorer this season. Barb managed twenty-five 
points with twenty goals and five assists. The junior link also 
shot a perfect four-for-four on penalty strokes. 
Heather Doyle became Ithaca's third leading scorer. Doyle 
played as a halfback for two years before being moved to the 
forward position this season. The junior forward tallied fourteen 
points. on eight goals and six assists. 
The only senior being named from I.C. was Clare Lamont. She 
anchored the defense and also managed to score a goal and add 
an assist. 
The Lady Bombers lost the NCAA Division III National Cham-
pionship game to Trenton State by a score of 2-1. Ithaca finished 
the season with a Is-s record. and ranked second in the nation. 
From top to bottom; Heather Doyle, Barb Wachowiak, and Clare Lamont. 
The auspicious freshmen 
showings did not stop during 
the field events, as Tom Lottt>r-
moser pole vaulted, a school 
record 13 feet 6 inches. which 
qualified him for the Stales. 
The freshmen did not do if all 
though, Junior Jim Nichols. 
1hrowing the shot for the first 
1imC" this season. qualified for 
llw States with a hurl of 48 
feet. In an exciting 5000 
meters. sophomor<:> Jim Quinn 
was the victor with a 15:35.7. 
Mike Johnson. who already 
qualified last week in the long 
and triple jumps, placed a 
close second in the long jump 
covering 21 feet and I inch. 
The indoor season is still 
young and the Bomber squad 
has only been training for two 
weeks. With the promising 
freshmen output, the team 
looks optimisticly towards the 
rest of the season. Their next 
meet will be the Rochester 
Relays on this saturday at n:oo 
AM. 
Comanzo Breaks ·Record 
Team Has Mixed Results 
by Mike Young 
The Ithaca College Men's 
Swimming and Diving Team 
was very active this past week 
with an outcome of mixed 
results. A week ago tuesday 
the team took its second loss. 
This one to RIT with a final 
score of RIT 62-lthaca SI. Just 
days before that meet. IC took 
its first season loss to Alfred by 
an identical score. The season 
record thus far is 5-2. 
The high point of the meet 
again featured senior diver 
Dick Comanzo. Comanzo once 
again broke his own school 
record on the 3-meter board 
with a point total of 294,70. 
This also qualifies him to par-
ticipate in this event at DiVision 
Ill Nationals. comanzo has 
already qualified on the_ I-meter 
board. 
Just this past saturday the 
team took part in the ICAC 
Championship meet held at 
Alfred University. In that con-
test, IC ranked third overall be-
ing beaten by RIT and Alfred; 
the only teams who have 
beaten Ithaca in dual meet 
competition. 
The strong point for the 
Bombers was the relay team of 
Brian Bennett. Todd Steven, 
Andy Hersam and John Van-
cott who together placed first 
in the 400 Free Relay. The four 
man team finished with a time 
of 3:18.11 to set a new ICAC 
record. 
Other IC swimmers and 
divers receiving first place 
honors were Andy Hersam 
and Dick Comanzo. Hersam 
took first in the 50 yd. free with 
a time of 22.36 while Cornan-
zo took firsts in both the I-M 
Reg. Dive and the 1-M Opt. Dive 
with scores of 174.20 and 
284.90, respectively. 
Also placing for the Bomne1s 
were Mike Casamento who 
took second in the 200 breast. 
Brian Bennett who took se-
cond in the so free, and 
Clayton York who placed se-
cond in the I·M Opt. Dive. Steve 
Rokeach finished third behind 
Casamento in the 200 breast. 
The next contest for the 
swimmers and divers is satur-
day February 4 as they travel 
to St. Lawrence to take on S.LU. 
ADVERTISING 
EXPERIENCE 
The Ithacan is now accepting applications for 
positions on the '84-'85 advertising staff. If you're in-
terested in making real money while working h, sales 
or in our layout department, working with high tech 
computerized equipment, and gaining useful "real 
world" experience, then pick up an application and 
check us out. 
Leave your name and phone number in the Ithacan 
Box next to the Union check cashing window. 
<"•, 
Friedman sky's for two!!! 
--
There's nothing Alfred's defense can do to stop Alvin Whitney. 
from page 15 
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Olympic Hopeful: 
Dave ''Scooter'' Murray 
hopes for outstanding seas~n 
bys~~~o~tc~~~ond baseman I? · -~ -1 j · .· · ~;~. ;t~:i,,.; : : ; t ·. / 
Oavid Murray is continuing his ~- : r/': ' 
attempt to achieve one of the ~ .: 
highest honors in amateur !;-
athletes- a spot on the U.S. ~~ 
Olympic team. Murray has :.:: 
gained a chance. along witl139 
other play<~rs from all over the 
nation. to compete for one of 
25 positions on the Olympic 
team. 
The final cut will be based on 
how well each play<·r d<ws 
during tl1c regular Spring 
season. Coaches and scouts 
will be sent to each respective 
school to observe each poten-
tial team memlwr's all around 
ability. 
"The rnmpctition will lw 
tough and very diversified." 
said Murray. "lJuring the Spring 
13 season. I have to continue to 
g play the same way. and keep 
'2 the frame of mind that I can do 
·:3 
~ just as well as anyone." 
: The Ithaca College Baseball 
.Q Team has been practicing in-
doors for a week. They'll con-
tinue to practice in the Ben 
Light Gym until February 28, 
when the team will travel to 
Florida for their annual spring 
a chance to make regionals 
again and hopefully the World 
Series." 
the Olympics, but the Ithaca 
College Baseball Team come!> 
first," said Murray. "Anything 
after that will be because of the 
team and their support." 
training. 
'Tm looking forward to a 
good spring season with the 
team," said Murray. "We have 
"It's a great honor to have 
the opportunity to compete in 
Putigie·s Pi33a 
,, I, 
FREE! 
211 Elmira Road 
we make it real good 
. for the good times! 
l•J~!i!A#lif&•l~fW 
FREECOKES-
You ALWAYS GET FREE COKES 
WITH EVERY PIZZA PUDGIE'S 
DELIVERS-ALWAYS!! 
1 •• '. •• _ ••••• l'tlUii:il •••• ~ •••• , 
i FREE' ::~t=~~::a I I • Good for delivery only I 1 I : k~:~:2,a~~n/pizza I 
-··--······················-
•••••••••••• ~~ia:il •••••••••• 
1FREE' EXTRA CH~ESE on I 1 Any Large Pizza  I • Good for delivery only. I 
I I : ~=~=n/piua. I ! .......................... .., 
Ithaca. as they try to avenge an earlier season loss to R.P.l., and then 
play host to nationally ranked Hamilton on Saturday. (8 pm ICB·FMl 
These two games will be pivitol for conference standing and possi-
ble national recognition. 
ORDER A PUDGIE'S PIZZA-AND YOU KNOW THE PARTY'S 
GOING TO BE A SMASH-WHY? BECAUSE EVERY 
PUDGIE'S PIZZA IS MADE WITH DOUGH AS fRESHL Y 
PROOFED AS DOUGH CAN BE. AND TOPPED WITH 
PUDGIE'S OWN SUPER SPECIAL SAUCE, AND 100% REAL 
MOZZAAELLA CHEESE. 
£ 
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Skaters 5-4 
Lose on 
Powerplay goals 
by Terryl Atlas ing away the powerplay ad-
The Ithaca College Hockey vantage. B.C.C.capitalized on 
Team was turned back twice the Bomber miStakes and con-
this weekend, dropping their tinued taking advantage 
season record to s wins and 4 throughout the remainder of 
loses. Saturday afternoon the game. 
Broome community College 
on Sunday evening at 
Elmira, the I.C. skaters again 
gave up powerplay goals that 
proved to be the difference. 
TIIE 11 HACAN i, 
J.C. 's Kevin Finn and Ross Grant 
defeated the Bombers s-2 at 
cass Park and on Sunday 
evening Elmira handed the 
Bombers a tough loss by 
beating them 4-2 at Elmira's 
Dome. ~~·r:c~:! ~:n'e:~db~~~i~ .--A_n_t_h_r_o_~_o_l~o-g_y_D~e-p___,a_r_t_m_e_n_t_: ______ I 
Reed. Finn's goal came when Off d Broome Community College 
upset the Bombers by scoring 
five unanswered goals after 
Ithaca had gon~ ahead early 
with goals by Christopher Dean 
and Ross Grant. The game's 
first score came when Dean 
stole the puck from behind the 
B.C.C. net, skated in front and 
launched a backhand along the 
ice that beat the goal tender to 
the left corner. soon after. 
Ross Grant flipped in a re-
bound over the B.C.c. goalie 
that gave l.C. a two goal lead. 
But Ithaca let B.C.C. back into 
the game by committing 
several key penalties and giv-
he slammed home a Chris Ch1·na Tr1·p ere Dean pass. Ross Grant assisted 
Chris Reed on a goal that tied Westerners into its mainland. special group rates and fares. 
the game at two. LC. Goalie by Pat Tully which indicates that its "clos- 1n preparation for the journey 
Michael Ciccolini kept the About twenty years ago, the ed door" policy of the past is to China, Dr. Galaska explain-
Bombers in the game with thought of an American stu- starting to open up to an "in- ed that evening seminars. 
steady goal tending until the dent taking a trip to the Peo- creasingly receptive movies and lectures will be 
. Elmira powerplay overtook a pie's Republic of China would atmosphere." given during that semester to 
gritty Bomber defense. not only be a fruitless sugges- This turn of events sets the acquaint the students with the 
1.c. skaters will be back in ac-
tion Wednesday, Feb. I at 
Hobart and on Saturday, Feb. 
4 when they host Syracuse at 
Cass Park. 
lion. but would also be a stage for an Ithaca College Chinese culture. 
domestically unpopular notion study group to make a trip in- While in China. seminars will 
here in the states.- Up until the to china under the guidance be held for those students who 
mid 1970's, China's doors were and direction of Dr. Galaska of have previously studied this 1" 
closed to all Westerners due to the Anthropology Department. culture as well as seminars for 
its international policy. This adventurous journey, those who haven't. The upper-
However. in very recent years which took place in May of 1981 level participants will have ad-
China has admitted groups of was so successful that it is be- vanced readings and discus-
ing offered again this summer sions. and interesting seminars 
DR. CHESTER GALASKA 
to students who wish to direct- will be provided for both 
ly experience and learn about classes of students. 
this Far Eastern Culture. Similar In addition to the purely 
to the previous trip, the up- academic purposes for ventur-
Anthropology Department 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
offers through 
Passages, Inc. 
STUDY TOUR 
May 17 - June- 6, 1984 
Ch. 'th it.s unmatched antiquity and unique political system, remains ma,w1 . . th Id 
one of the most fascinating destinations m e wor . 
PROGRAM: 
t 
TIMATED COST $3,645 (i~cludes tu111on, course reg,strahon fee. round 1np 
ES : transportation from NYC, all lod91ng and meals. with the exception of 
lunches and suppers in Hong Kong). 
For further information 
please contact: 
Dr Chester F Galaska 
Anthropology l:>l-par11ne111 
ltha,·<1 Co!l~g<· 
hhuca. Nt,w York MKSO 
(607) 274 :!S73 or '1.12 2i'KO 
coming journey will consist of ing to China. the program also 
a three-week study session promises to take students to 
and seminar period in which the most enchanting and exotic 
approximately seven to twelve areas of China itself. The 
students will study the history students will spend two days 
and diversified cultures of travelling on the Yangtze River, 
China. Also included in the trip stopping off in places such as 
is a three night stay in Hong Beijung, Xian. and Chongging 
Kong, which is directed to pro- as well as other areas. While 
vide a contrast of Chinese life the political relations between 
in a communist State as well the U.S. and China remain far 
as life in an alternate situation. less than perfect. Galaska ex-
This is considered the "grand plains that "Americans are 
finale" of the experience, for treated very well. very cordial-
the travels through Hong Kong ly. It is just at the ad-
will enhance what has ministrative level that the 
previously been seen in China. governments aren't in agree-
Upon speaking with Dr. ment with each other, over 
Galaska. he immediately con- issues such as Americans sup-
veyed a sense of eagerness as plying weapons to Taiwan. 
well as dedication and carried The people. however. are kind 
it through our discussion. The and receptive towards 
details of the study program Americans who came to study 
were revealled in which the in China." 
responsibilities of the students Galaska concluded the 
were mentioned. Though discussion by emphasizing the 
Galaska emphasizes that the phenomenal changes which 
trip is "open to students of all. China has undergone in the last 
majors across the college com- thirty years, which should ap-
munity," only seven to twelve peal to almost all. If anyone is 
people will accompany him on interested in travelling to the 
the trip. Galaska explains that largest Communist country in 
this number allows for a "per- the world for a truly unique and 
sonable, manageable group alternate learning experience, 
which will be better equiped to contact Dr. Gala! ,a of the An-
to understand the task at hand thropology department as 
than a larger group would be." soon as possible. Additional 
Though virtually any intellec- details on cost, the programs 
tual student can apply for the of study and any other ques-
trip (though upperclassmen are lions one may have will be 
preferred), the financial answered. Though the registra-
aspects of completing a round tion and initial payments for 
trip to China may deter a large the trip are due on February 
percentage of the people. As 10th, Dr. Galaska will be willing 
most students already know, to discuss any details before 
traveling by any means for a then. Hopefully, spending part 
considerable distance is rarely of a summer in China will pro-
cheap. However, the cost of veto be a worthwhile learning 
this trip is "as inexpensive as experience for all those who 
a trip to China can be", due to ch · 
(' 
s 
ti 
